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IDENTIFICATION OF VARIABLES RELATED TO THE JOB
SATISFACTION OF CALI FORNI A ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
Abstract of Dissertation
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to examine the follovJing
question: Is the level of job satisfaction exper·ienced by elementary
school principals a function of age, sex, marital status, graduate
training, ethnic background, number of years of principalship
experience, size Of the student body, ethnic distribution of the students, community type, or salary?
PROCEDURE: Two hundred-fifty California elementary school principals
(5 percent of the population) were randomly selected to participate in
this study. These principals were sent a copy of the Minnesota
Satisfaction uestionnaire (MSQ) and the General Job Informat1on Survey
GJIS • One hundred seventy-five principals returned completed
questionnaires of which 171 were usable. An analysis Of variance
technique was used to deter~ine if there were any relationships between
the principals• personal and environmental characteristics and their
experienced job satisfaction.
FINDINGS: 1. Job satisfaction of California elementary schooi principals is not significantly related at the .05 level to the principals•
age, g~nder. matital stat~s, graduate training,ethnic background,
principalship experience, salary, number of students, percentage of
ethn1c minority students, number of faculty members, or the community
type 1h whi oh the schobl is 1ocated. ~. A trend was identified that
fjm~l~ pr1ntipa19 expatienca a higher 1evel of jOb sati§fact1a~ than
do ma1a priM1pa1s. 3. !=our constructs of the tJ..!.rlnesot.~itf~iQll
· ue
hn.!.:!.t! Wet'e si gni f1 cantly related to study varTI\!Si as .
. ..... y.~n£~lt!ent. (1) Caucasian principals were significantly more .
satirl1 edvn tR their opportunity for advancehlent than were pri nc1 pa 1s
from ethnic mindtities. (2) Principals who had fewer than 32 percent
of thei~ students from Black families were significantly mor~ satisfied
with their opportunity for advancement than were principals who had
more thah 32 percent of the student body from Black fami 1i es. ( 3)
M~rried principals were more satisfied with their opportunity for
advancement than principals who were single, divorced, or widowed.
B. £Q..t11Re.n.~.att2.D.• (1) Ferna1e principals were more satisfied with
their pay than were ma1e principals. (2) Pr-incipals in ·the o1der
age groups (41~65) were more satisfied with their salaries than were
principals in the. younger age ~toups (29 .. 40). (3) Pt·incipah whose
gross annual income was above $16,000 were significantly more
sa'thfied with their compensation than were principals who ear·ned les7
iii

iv
than $14,000. (4) Principals with fewer than 32 percent of their
student body from B1ack fami 1i es were s ignif·i cantly more satisfied
with their pay than were principals w'ith over 32 percent of their
students from Black families. C. Co-workers. (1) Principals v1hose
highest earned degree was a bachelor·s--were significantly more
satisfied with their co-workers than were principals whose highest
earned degree was a master•s. (2) Caucasian principals were significant-ly more satisfied with their co-wor'kers than v.1ere principals fr'om
ethnic minorities. D. \tJorking Cond_i_tions. ("!)Caucasian principals
were more satisfied with their working conditions than were principals
from ethnic 11dnorities. (2) Principals whose gross annual income was
above $16,000 were more satisfied with their workinq conditions than
were principals who earned less than $14,000. (3) ~rincipals with
less than 32 percent of their students from Black families were
significantly more satisfied with their working conditions than were
principals who had over 32 percent of their students from Black
families.
RECOMMENDATIONS: 1. A test instrument should be developed that
would adequately measure the job satisfaction of educators. 2.
School district personnel should insure that minoY'ity principals
have an equal opportunity for advancement. 3. School d·istrict
personnel should insure that single, divorced, and widowed principals
have an equal opportunity for advancement. 4. An investigation should
be undertaken to determine the working conditions in schools with large
Black student populations as they affect the princ-ipals• job
satisfaction.
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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM, HYPOTHESES, AND
DEFINITION OF TERMS
INTRODUCTION
Educational critics in recent years have insisted that public
school educators must be held responsible for their educational
products.

A result of this new emphasis upon educational account-

ability has been the increased involvement of special interest groups
in policy decisions and administration of California elementary
schools (Mayer, 1971).

School administrators, teachers, students,

parents, and special interest groups have been struggling to procure,
maintain, or increase their involvement in the educational decision
making process (Billings, 1972).
Mayer (1971) stated that;

11

Citizens are more restless and

questioning today than ever before. 11 Mayer further reported that this
new ptessure has resulted in a

mo~e

complex and conflitting role for
I

the elementary school principal. Jacobson (1973) confirms this role
ambiguity in the following statement:
. . • there is hO Viable, systematic rational~ for the
elementary school principal to follow Which provides a basis
for determining both expectations of his performance and
crittw·ia through which his performance can be n1easured.

Elementary school principaB have indicated that the lack of
c1arity of occur)at1ona1 expectations has increas1ng1y caused job

dissatisfaction (Foskett, 1969). Sergiovanni and Starratt (1971)
1

2

concluded that educators who have not been able to obtain enough job
satisfaction from positive work environments will seek personal
satisfaction from other community or family activH.ies.

They also

indicated that educators not receiving an adequate amount of job
satisfaction will generally display a mediocre level of occupational
performance.
There is some evidence that the administrative responsibi 'I Hies and pressures of elementary school pri nci pa 1s have i iiCreased
substantially during the last decade (Jacobson, 1973).

A majority of

the elementary principals have been able to cope with the increased
pressures inherent in the operation of an elementary school and have
also experienced satisfaction with their designated tole.

However,

a few principals have not adjusted to the contemporary school
environment, and as a consequence have experienced less job satisfaction (Brown, 1970).
Brown (1970) has also demonstrated that in general the job
of an e1ementary school principal is not as satistying as other
educational administrative positior1s.

However, Brown reported one

exception to his general findings--elementary schooi principals who

hava

ea~ned

doctoral degrees receive more job satisfacti6n from

their positions than any othet public schooi administrators (Btown,
19 70).

The job satisfaction dichotomy indicated by the Brown study
raises this important question.

Which personal and occupational

variables of California elementary school principals relate to
the feeling of job satisfaction? This study attempts to identify
those variables which relate to job satisfaction of California

3

elementary school principals.

THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
Do the variables of age, sex, marital status, graduate
training, years of experience as an elementary pr·incipa·l, or ethnic
background relate to job satisfaction?

Is job satisfaction of

an elementary school principal a function of the size of the student
body, percentage of ethnic distr·ibution among the students in the
school, number of facu'lty members in the school, geographical
location of the school, or the principal's salary?
Significance of the Problem
The environment in which elementary school principals find
themselves today has changed during the last decade.

It is important

to discbver if these changes will affect the job satisfaction of
elementary school principais.

A change in the level of job satis-

faction could ultimateiy affect the printipai is performance df his
duties.

PURPOSE OF tHE STUDY

ihe purpose of this study is to identify persona1 and occu-

pat1ona1

va~1ab1es

by Ca1ifornia

wh1th relate

e1~men·tary

t~

the jab satisfaction

schbol princ·lpct1tL

QXp~rienced

It 1s anticipated

that by identHying the vari·ables which r·elate to job sa.tisfac:t1on,
school district personnel may be able to more adequately predict
which job environment would have the greatest likelihood of producing

4

job satisfaction for a prospective elementary school principal.
Sergiovanni and Starratt (1971) claim that student selffu'lfillment cannot become a reality if we ignore the personal and
occupational needs of school personnel.

They conclude that, "One

thing seems clear: school clients grow and mature as the professional
staff develops."

The implication of this statement seems obvious--

if educational institutions are to help youngsters seek selffulfillment and personal satisfaction school districts must provide
the same opportunity for the professional staff.

Consequent'ly,

variables related to job satisfaction of elementary school principals
must be identified.
Behavioral scientists have for many years attempted to establish
the relationship between jbb satisfaction and performance.

The early

Hawthorne studies stimulated theoretical speculation that positive job
attitudes, particularly job satisfaction, resulted in higher productive
efforts and results (Carey; 1967).

schwab (1970) reported that

behavioral scientists have taken issue with this traditional view of
th~

S6tisf&ctioh and perfofmance relationship. Mafch and

howeva~j

summari2e thQ c6ntQmporary v1aw that eVeh thou©h

Si~on

(1958)

th~

reh.ti onsh1 p between perfotrnance and sat1 ~facti on is not consistently

the same with every individual and/ot job situation-ha s1gn1f1cant

t

re1ationship does indeed exist.

,(

:;

HYPOTHESES

Stated 1n the null

form~

the hypotheses to be tested are:

H1. There ts .no significant relationship between the principal •s

' 5

age and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the e·lementary
school principal.
H2. There is no s·ignificant Y'elationship between the principal's sex and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the
elementary schoo·l principal.
H3. There is no significant relationship between the principal's marital status and the level of job satisfaction experienced
by the elementary school principal.
H4. There is no significant relationship between the level of
the principal's training and the level of job satisfaction experienced
by the elementary school principal.
H5.

There is no significant relationship between the number

of years of principalship experience and the level of job satisfaction
experienced by the elementary school principal.
H()•

There is no Significant re·lationship between the prin-

cipal's ethnic background and the level of job satisfaction experienced
by the elementary schoo1 principal.

H7. There is no significant relationship between the number of

...-...

students 1h the principal's school and the level of job satisfaction

experienced by the elementary school principal.
~·

There is no significant relationsh·ip between the number of

faculty members under the principal's supervision and the level of job
satisfaction experienced by the elementary school principal.
~·

There is no significant relationship between the percentage

of ethnic distribution among the students in the principal's school and
the level of job sat·isfaction experienced by the elementary school
principal.

6

H1o·

There is no significant relationship between the

community type of the school and the level of job satisfaction
experienced by the elementary school principal.

Hn. There is no significant relationship between the
pr·incipal s salary and the level of job satisfact·ion experienced by
1

the elementary school principal.
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Assumptions
The assumptions upon which this study was based follow:
1.

The data gathering techniques and data treatment will
be able to show relationships between variables dealt
with in this study and job satisfaction.

2.

The variables selected in this study will have some
significant relationship to job satisfaction.

Limitations

~;.;...;...;;..;;;;....;--.;.

Statements of the 1 imitations of the study follow:
1. rhe scope of this investigation; wh1th examines some
variables as related to jOb satisfaction and does
not.include ~11 possible variables, may be a
1·imitat·ion of the study.

2. Response set may affect the validity of the principa1s
responses to the items Of the MinnesOta Satisfaction
.Que.stionJl,l~i.r~.

3.

1

and the Genera·! ·;roo.l!J'forn1atJcTr15urvel_.

1'he administrative methodology inherent ir1 conducting
an investigation with only written communication sets
limitations on the study;
DEFINITION

Or

TtRMS

The following definitions of terms are used in th1s study.
1•.~mynit,Y._T.lJ?eS: This designation refers to the type
of community in which a school is located; for example:

7

suburban, rural, and urban.l
2.

Job Satisfaction: A function of the correspondence
between the reinforcer system of the work environment
and the individual's needs provided that the individual's
abilities correspond with the ability requirements of the
work environment (Dawis, 1968).2
SUMMARY

Chapter one included an introduction, a discussion of the
problem investigated, the hypotheses, assumptions, limitations,and the
definition of terms.

In the second chapter research data and pertinent

literature related to job satisfaction w·ill be reviewed.
In the third chapter the method of the study will be described.
Summarized in chapter four will be the data obtained from the Minnesota
Satisfaction Questionnaire and the General Job Information Survey.
chapter

fiV~

In

conclusions will be presented and recommendations for

further study will be suggested.

1see Append1x A, p. 109 for a desct'iption of the community

types as utilized in this study.

2see Appendix B, p. 111 for description of the constructs of
job satisfaction as used in the Minnesota Satisfaction Que~tionnaire.

I
!

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In this chapter, the literature and research data examining
job satisfaction of educators will

b~

reported.

In Chapter 1, it has

been previously suggested that the changing role of the contemporary
elementary school principa·l may influence the job satisfaction of
elementary school principals.

Therefore, studies analyzing the

elementary principalship role will also be presented with special
attention given to any reported role changes.
This chapter has been organized into three major sections as
follows:
1.

The changing role of the elementary school principal,

2.

Personal variables of the elementary school printipal as

related to his
3.

as related

or

her job satisfaction,

tnvironmental variables of the elementary school principal

to his

or her job satisfaction.

Section one deals with ra·le changes of elementary school prin*
cipals~

and is genera11y presented as a report df studitiS considering

spc!cH;Ic rble changes.
pa~a11e1

Sections two and three aY'e organized to

the hypotheses of this study. lherefote, research or

literature pertaining to mare than one hypothesis or ro1e change wi11
be reported under the appropriate head1ngs. A study when presented

th~

first time w111 descr1be the general methodology and offer summary data.
8
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Thereafter, the same study when presented again wi'll be limited to the
specific topic under discussion.

THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
During the last two decades numerous changes have occurred in
the American social structure.

Some of the factors precipitating

changes in the general culture have also affected the role of the
elementary school principal.

Studies examining changing social patterns

as affecting the principalship role are reported here.
In a review of the environment of public schools from 1947 to
1971, Campbell (1972) reported that society in the United States
twenty .. five years ago exhibited social stability.

In contrast the

author reported that in 1971 the United States social structure should
be best characterized as
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social chaoS. 11 Campbe11 (1972) further

re1ated that education had beconle hopelessly entangled in the social
1ssues df the day--integration, econoh1i c opportunity, lie a lth care,
pol'lutidn; and ~u~\lity education for the masses.
Sanf6rd (1911) in a political address alluded to the fact that

in the

Unit~d

geHier(ttioM1

States we
conflict~

hav~

enteied a period of erisis marked by

overt rac1al tiost11ity, and political polari·

zation. 1hia per1od of chaos has resulted in general dissatisfaction
with public schools,aspecia11y on the part of ghetto parents.

Saxe (1970) stated. 11 lt can come as a surprise to no one to
discover that the schools have lost the confidence and support of
substantial numbers of citizens, pupils, and educators. 11

He explained

this loss of confidence in the schools as simply a reflection of the
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chaotic condi t·i on in the larger society.

Saxe reported that education

has been heavily influenced since World War II by the changes in social
patterns in the United States.

During the late fifties the advent of

the Russian satellites resulted in concentration on science and
technology.

The knowledge expansion during the sixties, the population

explosion, the technological revolution, and internal migration have
an tremendously affected education.

More recently the Viet Nam War,

the drug cultists, student violence, teacher militancy, parent
involvement in the schools, and federal funding have all created
additional problems for public school educators (Saxe 1970).
Cleal~ly

the social problems of today•s society have had some

effect upon public education.

Atkins (1969) stated:

. The current pressures, internal and external, have
visited themselves upon the elementary school with great vigor.
The demands being made on the elementary school to teach more
(quantity) in a more effective fashion (quality) to a greater
number of youth have resulted in frenzied attempts to remodel
the elementary school and its programs.
King (1967) reported that the 1960 1 s will probably be remembered
as the

er~

when the vatious roles of teachers,

school trUStees drastically changed.

~dministrato~s~

and

He reported that teathers have

now gained bargaining rights int1uding te6cher participation in
educationa1 decision making previously

limit~d

to administrative

persohnel.
Cooperman ( 1969) attempted to assess the eff'ect tha·t teacher
m11'1tancy has had upon the principa1sh1p role.

HE! surveyed a random

samp1e of pr'lnc·ipa1s and teacher ... associatio.n presidents from New
Jersey.

By using a quest·ionnaire, the author was able to secure data

on the perceptions of these two groups regarding the changing
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principalship role.

Cooperman reported that both principals and asso-

ciation presidents believed that there is currently little teacher
involvement in the performance of administrative tasks.

However, both

groups indicated that in the future teachers and principals will be
sharing administrative responsibilities.
Bargman (1970) related that principals must recognize the new
power ernanqting from teacher negot·iations.

He suggestec:\

th~·t adrninis~

trative patterns of the past will no longer be acceptable and that
principals
trative

~re

pow~rs,

Frey

now being coerced into re-evaluation of their adminismanagerial rights, and leader$hip

(19~~)

~tyles~

surveyed the liter13.ture on the role of the

elementary school principal from 1921 to 1961. She reported

tha·~

the

objectives of the job have remained basically the same, but the means
to reach the goals have changed.

Frey concluded that there is a trend

towards democratic decision making involving both teachers and
cipals.

prin~

The dictatorial role assumed by some principals in the past

is no longer acceptable.
Lewis (1968) stated that:
A decade ago, decision making power in a school system
could be portrayed on an organizational chart of the school
system. Such a chart showed a single axis of decision making
connecting the superintendent and the board of education.
Lewis further reported that now the decision making process is
a multiple involvement of community, parent, and teacher groups interacting with the superintendent and the school board.
Campbell •s (1972) examination of the current educational scene,
as previously reported, alluded to the fact that accountability has
become the most important educational issue of the l97o•s.

The public
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has a general distrust of educational institutions.

Critics like

Silberman and others have become so disenchanted with the public schools
that alternative education may become a reality.

State and Federal

legislation providing funds for education have also increasingly
required a demonstration of program success (Campbell, 1972).
Tye (1972) confirmed Campbell•s conclusion that accountability
is affecting public institutions.

He reported that the role of the

school principal is changing almost daily because of these new
pressures.

Tye related:

State legislators are calling for more accountability on
the part of both the principa·l and his staff; the community
is asking for parity in decision making; teachers are
demanding more power; and above all, everyone seems to be
suggesting that we decentralize.
Tye also indicated that the individual school is the most
appropriate forum for making curriculum decisions.

He maintains that

bureaucratic central offices, state governments, and the federal
government have had limited success in effecting change through their
constant intervention in school activities;
In a

r~cent

report, Erickson (1968) concluded that decentral-

i za t1 on of' the deci s ·1 on making process 1s becoming a rea 1i ty.

In the

fUture pri nci pa 1s wil 1 have more autonomy in controlling expenditures.

The elementary sthocfl administrator will also have more latitude in
designing curricula geared to the specific needs of the children in
his schoo·l.
Hubbard (196A), in a survey of elementary schoo1 principals in

the United Statess found that severa1 demographic changes had occurred

in recent years. Hubbard reported that the median age for male
elementary princ·lpa1s in 1958 and 1968 rema·ined essentially constant
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at forty-six years old.

However, female principals• median age has

gone from forty-eight years old in 1928, fifty years old in 1948,
fHty-two years old in 1958, and to fifty-six years old in "1968.
Hubbard (1968) also reported that the level of educational
training of principals has changed.

In 1958, 79 percent of all

principals held a master•s degree.

As of 1968, the approximate

percentage of master•s degree holders had increased to ninety.

However,

the percentage of principals with doctorate degrees had decreased from
3 percent in 1958 to 2.2 percent in 1968.

Hubbard also reported that

women principals in both 1958 and 1968 had substantially more administrative experience than their male counterparts.

In 1958 the median

number of years of educational experience for female principals was
thirty years.
years.

By 1968 the median number had increased to thirty-two

Male principals• median years of experience was eighteen in

1958 and lowered slightly in 1968 to seventeen years experience.

Hubbard (1968) reported that the median school population had
remained about the same in 1968 as in 1958.

the approximate enrollment

figures for both years was a median student popu1at1on of 540.

Hubbard

further indicated that principals had reported both in 1958 and 1968
that school office facilities and secretarial staff were adequate for
the performance of their function.
ih'

ti ghty-two percent bf the pri nci pa 1S

the 1969 study reported that they had the primary responsibility for

supervision Of instruction.
It was reported in the Hubbar'd (1968) study that the principalS•

·work year had been expanded since 1958.

Only 17 percent of the prin·

c1pa1s in the 1958 study worked eleven months or more, but in 1968, 37
percent of the principals had at least eleven month contracts.
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However, the mean number of hours in the work week has remained constant
from 1958 to 1969 at forty-five hours.
Table
Comparison of the Percentage of Weekly Principalship Time
for Miscellaneous Activities as Reported in the 1958
and 1968 National Principalship Studies
Hubbard (1968)
Principal

1

S

Activities

1958

1968

Regular teach·ing

2

3

Clerical tasks

4

4

General administration

25

24

.

41

40

Curriculum development

8

14

Community activities

20

7

..

0

8

100*

100*

Supervision

.

Self-improvement
lotal

.

.....

;

..

.

*The data represent the mean percentage bf Weekly principalship
time used by principals in both the 1958 and 196B studies.
Several other researchers have reported on the changing occupationa1 chaY'acteristic:s of elementary schobl prinCipalS' role percept·ions
fot

the years 195S and 1968.

Readling (1962) reported that principals

genera11y fe1t they were using approximately 80 percent of th0ir time
performing administrative duties and only 20 percent of the1r time
vising the instructional program.

super~

Melton (1971) reported that principals

experienced dissatisfaction with the amount of time they had available
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for direct partic·ipation in the instructional program.
Tschirki (1972) evaluated the role perceptions and problems of
178 principals from 7 states in the North-Central region.

He reported

that the median principal was a male, forty-five years old, and holder
of a master 1 s degree.

These principals stated their dissatisfaction

over the tremendous proportion of their time required to adequately
complete administrative and clerical tasks.

Principals indicated that

they would prefer to spend more time facilitating curriculum
development and in supervising the instructional program.
Readling (1962) in a study of sixty-eight principals from New
York concluded that 8 percent of the sample was dissatisfied with the
time required to perform clerical tasks.

The pr·incipals felt that

less expensive personnel should be utilized for most clerica·l responsibilities.

In a 1962 review of educational literature, Ranniger (1962)

concluded tt1at studies have shown that most principals allocate
approximate1y 19 to 26 percent of their occupational time to c1erical
dutie~.

Rariniget further

1iter~ture

t~ported

that a review of the educational

tevea1s a general belief by

education~1

critics that

principals have not been fulfil11ng their responsibilities adequately.

tn patticu1ar the
cu~ricu1um

a~eas

of

supervision~

public

relation~~

and

dave1opment were felt by the critics to be neglected by

the pY'incipai.
May (196'+) reviewed the role change of

eighty~f'lve

elementary

school princ1pa1s in four count·ies 1n Ca1ifornia between the years
1947~1962.

lvlay used a panel of exper·ts comparing contemporar:y

principals with principals in the years 1947-1961.

He reported that

almost 10 percent more principalship time was required in 1962 than
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in 1947 for public relations endeavors.

Principals also predicted that

public relations will become increasingly more important in the future.
Bargman (1970) feels that continued migration of the general
population to metropolitan areas will also create problems for
elementary school principa·ls.
in

At present 10 percent of the counties

the United States are growing in population while the other 90

percent will remain the same or grow smaller.

This situation has

resulted in predictions by demographers that eventually 95 percent of
the population will live in metropolitan centers.

Bargman reported

that this trend will result in the proliferqtion of large urban schools
which will consequently involve more personnel.

Teachers, because of

the frustrations in large city schools, will become more militant,
Bargman predicts.

They will demand more involvement in the decision

making processi thus limiting the options of the principal.
In a report by Jensen (1967), the author claimed that public

schools wi11

co~tinue

to grow in

siz~.

needAd for mbre e1assrooms$ larger
e~uipment,

and supplies.

Jensen

Larger apptopriations will be

staffs~ incr~ased ih~truct1onal

stat~d:

•• , 1n fad, it is difficult to think of anything in

connection with education that will not be ih some way

another affected by increased growth and greater site

o~

dimensi ohS,

E1sbtee

(1967) related that,

as school districts beCome larger,

one story schooh with 500 or 600 students wil1 be replaced by
story bui1dings designed to serve 1,000 or more students.

multi~

E1sbree

feels this growth will naturally result in increased responsibilities
and importance for the principal.
MacKenzie (1969) offered the view that the role of the
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elementary principal has been altered because of the. trend towards
larger administrative staffs.

He believes that when central office

administrators proliferate, the resulting bureaucracy restricts
elementary principals in effectively performing their responsibilities.
McConnell (1971) recently reported that the turnover problem
of California high school principals has reached epidemic proportions.
He discovered that the yearly turnover rates were 13.9 percent in 1966,
16.5 percent in 1967, 18.3 percent in 1968, 19.2 percent in 1969, and
18.6 percent in 1970.

The turnover rate for principals from small high

schools was 69.2 percent between 1968 and 1970.
Bargman (1970) reported that the qualifications for an
elementary school principal have consistently increased during the
last decade.

In the future he claims, it will not be uncommon for the

elementary school principal to hold a doctoral degree.

Bargman further

reported that the principal will not only be a scholar, but an expert
ih human relations, and group dynamics.
changing tdle of the principal

demand~

Bargmah indicated that the
that he

act~pt

the respon-

sibility of exercising i nstructi ana 1 'I eadershi p rather than just being

a managerial

official.

Erickson (1968) also, suggested that the conteri1porary principal

1s becoming the instructional leader of the schooi by virtue Of his

spec1ali2!d training. He maintains that principals wi11 become more

systems ariantated and w111 employ research experts to obtain data
wh1ch w111 fac11itate making decisions.
Meiskin (1969) related that the elementary school principal

during the next decade will have to develop greater competence. For
example, the pressures for change will

ne~essitate

experimentation with
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various management techniques.

The principal will often find himself

preparing curriculum proposals or directing special projects.

Meiskin

(1969) feels that these duties will require more familiarity with
research methodology.
Another problem facing an elementary school principal during
the 1970 1 s will be conflicting expectations of the principal•s
responsibilities.

Roberts (1971) reported that the perception of the

principal•s role is viewed differently by principals, teachers, and
parents.

However all these groups including the principals indicated

a general dissatisfaction with the principals• performance.
Carlson (1971) studied the role of elementary school principals
as perceived by 541 teachers, 42 principals and 17 super·intendents in
Montana.

He concluded that there was little agreement between these

three groups on their perceptions of the principal •s role.

Superin-

tendents generally felt that principals should assume more
responsibility, but principals and teachers felt that respons·ibilities
should be shared.
Moser (1957) reported a role donflict for principals.
interviewed

teadhers~

parents, and central office

cohcerhing theit petteption of the principal •s

He

administ~ators

~61e.

Ail three groups

held different sets of 1eadership expectations for the principal.
author teported that, because of differing rble

e~pectations,

The

prin-

cipa1s genera1ly ta11ored their behavior to the expectations of the

groups they were with at the moment.
Seveta1 stud1t:!s have reviewed the role changes of ehmentary
school principals in general terms.

Cooperman (1969) noted that the

duties and responsibilities of public school principals are in a
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constant state of change.

However the author related that the extent

and direction of the change is difficult to predict.
Bargman (1970) stated that, 11 The elementary school principalship
has developed from the 1 pr·incipal teacher 1 designation to that of a professional administrative leader in the last 100 years. 11 He concluded
that today the principal 1 s role has evolved into that of a sophisticated
manager with specialized training in curriculum, instruction and
organizational structure.
Ranniger (1962) surveyed the educational literature to discover
whether the principalship role is in fact changing.

He related that

the duties are far more extensive today than in the past.

He concluded

that definite responsibilities seem to be continually evolving to meet
the needs of the time.
Melton (1971) reported that the elementary school principalship
is still in a state of flux.

However, one thing is clear, principals

must 1earn to cope with time restrict·ions so that they can truly
become instructional leaders.
Eaves (1969) effectively summarized the elementary school
principalship changes during the years between 1950-1969.

Eaves stated:

. A~ I look over the period of 18 years, it seems tom~ that
e1ementary schobl principals have attained a higher degree of
professionalization. Their responsibilities have increased.
The nature of th~ school staff has changed and has created new
r~sponsibi11ties. The direct in~truct1onal 1eadership jbb of
~lementary schoo1 principals is changing td a design for
coordination and management. Effective coordination of the
many ac·~i Vi ties of the elementary school re~ui res more khowl edge
about children, about instruction, about organization$ about

instructional

materials~

about society.

In summary it would appear that an elementary princ·ipal today

is faced with many problema not encountered as extensively 1n the past.
Teacher and parent groups have become more militant, and arG demanding
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more participation in decision making.
more administrators to

11

Central offices are now employing

help 11 the elementary school principal.

The

resulting bureaucracy has only eroded the definiteness of the

The migration to urban areas has resulted in bigger
larger staffs, and more problems.

schools~

These large staffs require principals

who are adept ·in group dynamics and management techniques.

Perhaps

leadership style may change from the autocratic one to a more democratic
sharing of responsibilities.

There is no question that the elementary

principal's role has changed substantially during recent years.
Whether this change will affect the principal's job satisfaction
remains to be seen.

PERSONAL VARIABLES AS RELATED TO JOB SATISFACTION OF
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Discuss16n of the personal variables of elementary school
principals as related t6 job satisfaction Will be limited to the
fol1owirlg!

(1) age, (2) ethnic background, (3) gender, (4) graduate

trainihg, and

(5) job tenure.

f\g~a.$ R.~1at~d t!J"~Jott S.atJJJactiori
~evefal

•tUdtes

hav~

been conducted attdfupting tb establish

rs1ati6nship betweeri job satisfaction and an employes's agsi
~t

a1.

{19S1)~

concluded that

H~riberg

1n reviewing the 1iterature on job satisfaction,
resea~ch

had established that age is Significantly

cot•related with an employea,'s job sttt1sfaction.

lhey also concluded

that this relationship was curvilinear in that workers were found to
be highly satisfied early in their

careers~

a

losing some of this
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satisfaction during the middle-aged period, and regaining a higher
level of satisfaction during their remaining work years.
Hoppock (1960) in a study involving twenty--three subjects
from the professional and managerial ranks examined the job satisfaction
of these workers over a twenty-seven year period.
job satisfaction seemed to increase with age.

He concluded that

However, he confirmed

Herzberg•s theory that age is curvil·inearly related to job satisfaction.
Hoppock•s subjects in general experienced low levels of job satisfaction during portions of their mid-careers; however, their job
satisfaction generally improved when the worker obtained a new job.
Saleh {"1964) evaluated the job satisfaction of eighty males
ages sixty to sixty-five.

He also examined a control group of thirty-

nine rna 1es from similar occupations who were between the ages of
thirty to fifty-five.

The author noted that job satisfaction increased

1inearly with age, but began to decline
sixty to sixty-five.

d~ring

the terminal years of

Saleh reported that older workers indicated

certain intrinsic factors (for example, satisfaction with performance)
were the rnost important to experiencing job satisfaction.

Younger

workers apparent1y felt extrinsic factors (for example; salary) were
~ore

iMportant to job satisfattioh.
Draper~ Lund~ren,

and Strothers

(~967)

also, reported that

job satisfaction increased with age. They confirmed Sa1eh's findings

that older workers emphasized the nature of the work itself as the
primary source of job satisfaction, while their younger counterparts

were more likely to consider social and economic factors of the job
more important.
Larouche (1972), in an extensive examination of 1,035 subjects
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from diverse occupational groups, reported that the variables of age
and occupation have a significant impact on the level of job satisfaction experienced by workers.

However, the effect of age on the

level of job satisfaction was mediated by the occupational group
being examined.

Age was shown to be linearly related to job

satisfaction for white and blue collar workers.

However, the

professional groups demonstrated that their age was curvilinearly
related to job satisfaction.

Professional people had high job

satisfaction during the early and late periods in their careers, but
suffered a job satisfaction slump during the middle age years of
thirty-six to fifty.

Larouche concluded that the biographical factor

of age has a differential impact on job satisfaction which depends
upon the specific occupational group being examined.
Porter (1961) reported three projects investigating the job
satisfaction of business executives.

He found that there was no

significant relationship between an executive's age and his level of
job satisfaction.

He feels that job satisfaction is a functibn of job

ievel rather tharl a function of age.

Managers in the upper echelon

of managerrtent reported a greater opportunity to satisfy autonomy and

se1f .. actuaiizat1on needs as compared With lower and middle management
personnel.

the assodation between age and job satisfaction is not a

direct relationship because administrative positibns ate often filled
on a

seniol~ity

basis, Therefore; oldet' men are found in the higher

rnailagement pos1 ti ons that offer more CJpportuni ty for

n~ed

fu1 fi llment.

Brown (1970) tonducted a research project examining the job
satisfaction of educational administrators in California.

Ha utilized

a rH·led deprivation instrument developed by Porter at the un·lversity of
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California, but he modified it for use with educational administrators.
Brown reported that age was not related to job satisfaction of
educational administrators in California.
Billups (1972) utilized the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire
to analyze the job satisfaction of Black public school administrators.
He found that age was not related to job satisfaction of Black administrators.

He a'lso concluded that, contrary to the findings of Porter

(1963) regarding the general population, the job satisfaction of Black

public school administrators is not related to their positions in the
administrative hierarchy.
Gross and Napior•s (1967) study included 382 principals in 41
cities in all regions of the United States.

Ninety-eight,elementary,

129 junior high, and 155 high school principals were included in the

study.

It shou1 d be noted that the data were reported as though

principals all

work~d

at the same grade level.

Gross and Napior reported that age is not related to job
satisfaction.
first

become~ ~

In addition they reported that the age when
principal had no effett

~pan

a man

his job satisfaction.

It should be noted that the Gross and Napior study had some
~sed

weakness 1n its research design. The data

1n this 1967 study

had been previdU$1Y secured in the National Pri.ntl~alship S4udy of

llii· The

subjects had been previously limited to male principals in

cities of 50.000 or more popu1ation
groups uti1ized wer•e forty .. four or

at1d fifty .. six Md o1der.

as bf

the 1960 census.

younger~

fhe age

for·ty .. fiv~ to fifty-five

These groupings were too wide to &1'1ow

analysis for curvilinearity.
Lee (1972) surveyed 276 elementary and 124 secondary
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pri nc·i pa 1s working in Louisiana pub 1i c s choo 1s to determine their 1eve l
of job satisfaction.

Utilizing the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire

and a questionnaire securing biographical data, he attempted to uncover
any relationship between personal variables and the principal's job
satisfaction.

Lee~ound

that age was not correlated with job satis-

faction, but long administrative tenure was positively correlated with
satisfaction.
Jary (1971) examined the job satisfaction of 265 male high
school principals working throughout the United States.

Employing the

Hoepock Job Satisfaction Blank as the test instrument, he found that
low correlations existed between the principal's job satisfaction and
the variables of

age~

years of service as a principal, and the highest

earned degree.
Hamlin ("1966) in a study using the Minnesota Satisfaction
Quest1Qnrtairl with 214 teachers and 10 principals frOm the Suburban
Rosevflle~
f~cti6n

Minnesota Schooi System, found that the level of job satis·

increased as the educator became older and more

e~p~rienced.

She a1so didcov~red that women who taught kindergarten throUgh third
grade~

who were older and had extensive

satisfied of a11

th~

e~perience,

wete the most

groups studied.

Meryi11 ( 1969) a1so used the Minnesota Sa tis facti on

~!?.nn. ~{r.,~ t6 study the job satis'facti dn of 164 el eriientaty teachers
ar1d 22 e1Gmer'ltar·y pr''incipa1s from 22 school distr'icts in upstate New

York. The schools were carefully se1ected to represent both rural

and suburban geographical areas plus low and high spending districts
within each geographical type.

The

t~esu1ts

of the survey ·indicated

that teachers and principals had many similar needs relating to job
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satisfaction.

Both teachers and principals scored high on the job

satisfaction constructs of creativity, social science, moral values,
achievement, activity, and responsibility.

However, both groups had

low job satisfaction in relation to school practices and policies,
compensation, social status, advancement, authority, and recognition.
Merrill repor·ted that there are moderate positive correlat·ions betwet:n
job satisfaction and the factors of age, amount of graduate training,
and level of socioeconomic background.
Trusty and Sergiovanni (1966) in a study of 310 educators,
including both administrators and teachers, in one school district
found age related to job satisfaction.

They reported that the age

groups of twenty to twenty-four and forty-five and up were the most
satisfied educators.

The twenty-five to thirty-four and the thirty-

four to forty-four groups were discovered to be the least satisfied
educators.

Trusty and Sergiovanni also related that educational

administrators had reported greater satisfaction in esteem categories
than teachers.

However, the administrators indicated less satisfaction

with opportuhities

for

se1f-actualization than teachers.

The trusty ahd Sergiovanni (1966) study has been cr·lticized

by Ha11er (1967), Hailer argued that the study lacked sufficient
samp1~ ~ite

and adequate

methodology~

In a rep1y to Haller's

criticism~

Trusty and Serg·lovann1 (1967) admitted that the·lr study lacked statis,.
tical power, but sti11 felt their conclusions wer·e valid for the sample

examined.
Severa1 attempts have been made to evaluate the job satisfaction

of teachers.

Because almost all elementary principals have previously

been teachers it appears that job satisfaction research on teachers
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would offer some clues to the job satisfaction of principals.

It should

be noted that several studies which have examined both groups together
reported similarities between the groups (Hamlin, 1966) (Merri'll, 1969)
(Trusty and Sersriovanni, 1966).
Maleche (1970) examined the job satisfaction of 300 primary
and 100 secondary teachers in Be 1gi urn, England, France, West Gennany,
Netherlands, Sweden, and Norway.

He reported that th·is sample of

teachers seemed to become more satisfied with their jobs as their age
advanced.
Belasco and Alutto (1972) in a study of 427 teachers from New
York

faun~

that teachers who were older, female, and taught in

elementary school were significantly more satisfied than other teachers.
Carver and Sergiovanni (1971) used Porter's (1963) job satisfaction instrument, as adapted for educators by Trusty and Sergiovanni

(1966), to examine the job satisfaction of 1,593 high school teachers.
The authors reported that

age~

sex and teacher experience were

positively corre1ated with job satisfaction.
In a study of teacher morale 'iri a small town Lewis (1968)

found that

a~e

was a

f~ctor

of jdb

satisfattion~

Teachers who were

fi'Fty years or older had higher morale than their younger cbunterparts.

leathers in the youngest age group (twenty to thirty-fiVe) were the
ieast satisfied with their jobs.
Rempe1 at1d Bentley (1970) examined 3,075 secondary school
teache~s,

in 60 Indiana and 16 Oregon 5chool districts, for morale

differences. Using the f.M.r.9!-ie

T.~.a.d1,~1:.J2J!.!.n.i onn~.:U11

to i dent'i fy

1'11drr1 1{ll

differences, the authors reported that teachers in the sample studies
have an upward progression in the level of morale as they advanced in
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age.
In summary, the evidence is not clear whether age is related
to job satisfaction of educational administrators.

The four studies

reported here that were limited to educational administrators give
credence to the viev.1 that there is no relationship between age of the
administrator and his job satisfaction.

However, other researchers

who employed a sample of teachers and principals reported a
relationship between age and job satisfaction.
Ethnic Background as Related to
Job Satisfaction
There has been a dearth of studies which examine ethnicity as
related to job satisfaction.

Slocum (1967) attempted to compare Black

and Caucasian Certified Public Accountants (CPA 1 s) as to their level
of job satisfaction.

He reported that Black CPA 1 s were less satisfied

with their jobs than Caucasian CPA 1 s.

Black CPA 1 s specifically

displayed deprivation in the areas of social and security needs at
the .05 level of significance.
Katzell, Eweti; and Korman (1910) studied the job satisfaction

bf white and blue collar workers. The sample included 500 Caucasian
and 200 Black employees.
~ositively

It was concluded that job satiSfaction was

related to occupational

tehut~

for both ethnit groups.

Howev~r~ the Black employees were Slightly more satisfie~ with their
jobs than their Caucasian countetparts.

The researchers explained

th·im phenomMon as apparent1y due to the fact that Black emp1oyees
were happy to be

~mp1oyed.

The Gross and Napior (1967)

study~

as previously reported,

attempted to evaluate the job satisfaction of both elementary and
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secondary pri nci pa 1s in forty-one cities across the United States.
Represented in the 382 subjects were 33 Black principals.

It was

reported in the study that these thirty-three Black principals were
more satisfied with their jobs than the Caucasian sample, at the .01
level of significance.

The authors further reported that Jewish prin-

cipals were the most satisfied group in the entire sample.
Brown (1970) surveyed 824 educat-ional administrators in
California public schools for job satisfaction.

The sample included

a 25 percent representation of elementary school principals.

No data

were offered describing the percentage of ethnic minorities represented
in the study populati-on.

Brown concluded that the ethnicity of the

educational administrator was not a contributor to his satisfaction
with the job.
In summary, research data relating ethnicity to job satisfaction
is a1most non .. ex1stent in the literature.

The two studies examining

ethnidty of educational administrators in relation to job satisfaction
have contradictory conclusions.
rrdr1oHty principals

were

Gross and Napior (1967) found that

significantly more satisfied than their

Caucasian contemporaries. Brown (1970) reported that ethnic1ty was
not a factor of Job satisfatt1on Of
California.

ed~tational

administrator§ in

The Brown study utilized administrators from a11 levels

of the edutatiMal administrative hieNtrchy.

Perhaps the same study

1im1tad to pfincipals would have resu1ted in canc1usions similar to
that of

Gros~

and Napier (1967).

Gender as Re1atad to Job Satisfaction

-~~~.~.:.!.~-<~-

!

··v:· :;-·--

~----~-~<~~"

Researchers have attempted to analyze the effect which gender
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has upon job satisfaction.

Ivancevich and Donnelly (1968) concluded,

after reviewing research projects, that no definitive statement could
be made ·indicating which sex has the greater propensity for experiencing
job satisfaction.
Educational researchers have studied this topic.

Rampel and

Bentley (1970) previously reported fema"le secondary teachers were
found to be more satisfied with their jobs.

Specifically female

teachers were more satisfied than male teachers with their salaries
and status.

This was at the .01 level of significance.

Wickstrom (1971) obtained results similar to the Rampel and
Bentley study (1970) when he examined 373 teachers from Sackatoon,
Saskatchewan for job satisfaction. Wickstrom found that males were
significantly less satisfied than females regarding salary, status,
and advancement potential.
Horiuchi (1972) utilized the Minnesota

Satisfq,~tion.

Questionnaire to obtain job satisfaction data fr·om 334 teachers in
Hawaii.

The data suggested that male teachers were significantly less

satisfied than female teachers with respect to compensation.
Three studies previously reported showed similar results.
Malche (1970) in his examination of teachers from several European
countries

~sported

male teachers.

female teachers more satisfied with their jobs than

Belasco and Alutto (1970) discovered that teachers who

were fema1e$ middle aged ot older, and who taught in e1ementary schools,
ware more satisfied with their jobs than male teachers.

Carver and

Serg1ovanni (1971) 1n their study of 1 ~593 high schoo1 teachers found
females more satisfied with their ,jobs than males.

Trusty and

Sergiovanni (1966) also concluded that women educators are generally
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more satisfied with their jobs than men educators.
Shew (1965) in a study of the job satisfaction of supervisors
of instruction found that the only personal characteristic related
to job satisfaction was the sex of the supervisor.

The author

concluded that male supervisors tended to be more dissatisfied with
their professional positions than female supervisors.
Hamlin (1966) reported that women who taught in the primary
grades, had extensive experience, and were older appeared to be the
most satisfied teachers.

Merrill (1969) also, reported that female

educators are much more satisfied with their jobs than male educators.
sati~faction

Studies that have examined only the job

of educa-

tional administrators have resulted in different findings than studies
using a sample of both teachers and administrator.

Billups (1972)

reported that sex was not a factor of job satisfaction in his study of
B~own

Black admini§trators working in publit schools.

(1970) examined

884 educational administrators working in Califtlf'hia pub1ic schools for

jOb

satisfactibn~

sex of an

He repbrted that

~a~ini~tfatot

hi~

data

offer~d nb

Cortelated with his or

h~r

support that the

job satisfaction.

Lee (1972) used the ~innesota Satisfaction Quest.ionnaire. with

400 p~ihcipa1s from Louisiana and repafted that no diff~rences existed

ih tho 1eve1 of jbb sltisfaetion experienced by women and meh
He fut·ther re(Jbrtt1d that secondary and elementary school

d1d not differ in the degred of job satisfaction

grouped

by

printipa~s.

princi~1als

exper1~nced

even whan

sex of the administrator.

In summfH'Y b the research to date has offered 11tt1 e t:Jvi de nee

that job satisfaction is related to gender for educational administrators.

The three studies reported here which were specifically
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related to the job satisfaction of educational administrators found
that gender was not a factor of job satisfaction.

However, when

administrators and teachers are considered as a group, sex apparently
is positively correlated with job satisfaction.

The studies of teacher

job satisfaction also lend credence to the belief that gender is
related to the job satisfaction of teachers.

Obviously more research

is needed before conclusions can be made on the relationship between
gender and job satisfaction of educational administrators.
Graduate T~aining as Related to
Job SatisfactiQ~
All California educational administrators have at least a
bachelor's degree.

For that reason, this review of literature will

report only those studies that consider graduate training in
relationship to job satisfaction.
Larouche (1972), in an examination of diverse occupational
groups

report~d

bf ed~tati6ri

a linear and

and job

positiv~

~atisfaction.

H~

relationship

betwe~n

the level

toncluded that becausQ

with More education genetally had obtained positions of

employee~

mar~

importance, they tonsequeritly had a greater opportunity for selfactua,izatio~

Whith naturally led to increased job satisfaction.

Lewis (1968) as previously reportsd, in a study evaluating the

morale of teachers from a small town, stated that teachers with a

mast0r's degree had a higher level of morale than teachers with only
~

bache1or's degree. Because of the limited geographical araa in the

Lew1s 1 study 5 the external validity of his conclusions ctre questionable.

Rampel and Bentley (1970)
study.

however~

appear to confirm the Lewis

1

Of the 3,075 secondary school teachers from 76 school districts
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in Oregon, and Indiana, teachers who had earned a n,,,ster s degree
1

v~ere

more satisfied with their jobs than their colleagues who possessed
only a bachelor s degree.
1

The data revealed that this difference

was significant at the .01 level.
Maleche (1971) in his study of the job satisfaction of 400
teachers from 7 countries concluded that job satisfaction was not
related to graduate training.

He indicated that teachers with

advanced degrees were found not to be anymore satisfied with their
jobs than teachers without the degrees.
Research with educational administrators has also yielded
conflicting data.

Jary (1971) examined the job satisfaction of 265

male high school principals by using the Hoppock Job Satisfaction
Blank.

He reported that job satisfaction scores had a low positive

correlation with the level of advanced degrees earned by the administrators.
Brown (1970) however, reported that elementary principals who
had earned doctoral degrees were the most satisfied subjects in his

study.

He also noted that elementary principals without doctorates

were the least satisfied group of ca1ifornia educational administrators.
The Gross and Napior (1967) study, was an ex post facto
attempt to 4ha1yze the job satisfaction of principa1s from the data
i

collected in the National Principalship Study of 1964.

They attempted

to relate graduate training to job satisfaction experienced by
educationa1 administrators.

Graduate training was examined from

three perspectives. They were:
1. The number of graduate courses in education.
2.

The number of graduate courses specifically in
educational administration,
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3.

The highest degree obtained.

Gross and Napior concluded that formal academic graduate training had
no measurable effect upon the job satisfaction of educational
administrators.
In summary, the research data available on job satisfaction
of educators is characterized by conflicting results.

Studies with

both teachers and administrators have shown these conflicting results.
More research ·is needed to clarify the relationship if there is any,
between graduate training and job satisfaction experienced by
educational administrators.
Job Tenure as Related to Job
Satisfaction
Investigators of the job satisfaction of professional educators
have expended considerable effort analyzing the relationship between
the educator 1s job tenure and his level of job satisfaction.

These

endeavors have demonstrated that job tenure is related to job
satisfaction,
Lewis (196S) examined the job satisfaction of teaChers in a
sma11 rural town.

He concluded that more experienced teachers had

a higher morale than inexperienced teachers.
tross-tultural

~xamination

Mai~che (1g7o)

in his

of teachers also Y'epdrted that job

satisfaction seems to increase with length of service.

Rempel

and Bentley (i970) concluded that the morale of 3;075 secondary
teachers in their study, increased with job experience.

They reported

that teacher mora1e increased sharply after the ninth year of service.
A recent study by Vs;kiew1ez (1972) concluded that job tentAre
1s

related to job satisfaction.

He reported that teachers with five
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or more years of experience were significantly more satisfied with
their jobs than their less experienced colleagues.

The difference

of the population means of the two groups was significant at the
.001 level.

On the other hand, Grosset al. (1967) reported that the data
from the 1964 NaJ:io_nal Principalship Study revealed that job satisfaction is not related to the principal's experience.

The authors

also concluded that length of service as a teacher prior to becoming
a principal was not related to the principal's subsequent job
satisfaction.
Johnson (1968) in a study conducted at the University of
Minnesota examined the job satisfaction of secondary school principals.

He employed the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire as the test
instrument.

The author concluded that the more experienced principals

were the most satisfied with their jobs.
In a study of the 101 high school principals in Michigan,
Carr (1971) reported that there was a significant relationship between

the

princi~a1 1 s

f*ctioh.

years of experience and the

princi~al ·~job

The measure for job satisfaction was the

S~ith,

satis-

kendall and

Hu1.1 iJ'l. Jol? .. ~e.sc..ri pt1,.c>n. In de.~.

Jary (1911) t'eported that the 265 high school principals in
his s·tudy displayed a iow positive

cor~elation

between job satisfact'lon

and year$ of pr1ncipalship experience. Lee (1972) as pteviously
reporteds ·found lMg administrative tenure (thirty to forty years)
as~ociated

with high job satisfaction.

In summary, the review of

thr~

11terature seems to support

theory that job satisfaction is positively related to occupational

t;ht~
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tenure.

The four studies reviewed here evaluating teachers' experience

in relationship to job satisfaction all confirmed a positive
relationship.

The research examining occupational tenure of

educational administrators also lends credence to the finding that
job satisfaction is positively related to principalship experience.
However, it should be noted that the Gross and Napier (1967) study of
pr·incipal's job satisfaction found no significant relationship between
job satisfaction and administrative experience.
Marital Status as Related to
Job Satisfaction
Research analysts have for the most part ignored marital status
as a factor which might correlate with the job satisfaction of an
employee.

Investigators have completely ignored the factor of marital

status when evaluating the job satisfaction of educational administrators.

However a few reports attempt to examine marital status of

teachers as telated to occupational satisfaction.
Plant (1966) collected data fto~ 2j041 t~achers in 28
randomly selected

~choo1

districts in New York State. The

questidnhafte developed by Plant ascertained

demag~aphic

and situ-

ational factors of the teacher including job satisfaction data.

The

author then compared the 100 most satisfied teachers and the 100 least

satisfied teachers in terms of their demogtaphic and situat1ona1
variables. He concluded that job satisfaction appears to ba significant1y related to marital status.

Teachers who were married were

generally found to be more satisfied with their employment s·ituation
than were single teachers.
Lewis (1968) in a survey of public school teachers in the
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Shikellamy School District in Pennsylvania reported that married
teachers were more satisfied with their jobs than single teachers.
Maleche (1970) came to the opposite conclusion, that single teachers
were more satisfied with their jobs than married teachers.
Buxton (1971) examined the job satisfaction of college and
university professors of education.

The 227 member sample ·in this

study was selected from four universities and four colleges located
in the Mid-west.

The author reported that marital status of the

college and university teachers was not related to their job
satisfaction.
In summary, the scant research examining marital status of
educators as related to their job satisfaction does not indicate a
definable relationship.

Plant (1966) and Lewis (1958) reported a

pOsitive relationship between teachers being married and experiencing
job satisfaction.

Maleche {1970) reported the opposite conclusion;

that there was no significant relationship between marital status and
job

satisfaction~

Since there is no research evaluating marital

status of principals as related to job satisfaction and bn1y minimal
f~s~arch

with

teach~t grou~s,

usefulhess of the findings is limited.

ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES AS RELATED TO JOB SATISFACTION
0~ THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Discussion o'f the environmentd1 variables of a··lemel'lta.ry

school pr1ncipa1s as relat•d to job satisfaction will be 11mited to
the following!
1. Geographical location of the school,
2.

Number of faculty members,
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3.

Number of students in the school,

4.

Percentage of minority students.

Geographical Location of the School
Few studtes in the literature attempt to relate job satisfaction
of educators to the type of community in which the school is located.
The evidence is incomplete on this topic.

Summaries of the available

research are presented here.
Spil'lane (1967) questioned elementary school teacher·s in
selected public school districts in

~Jaterbury,

Connecticut for their

beliefs on which factors contributed to teacher job satisfaction or
The study sample included fifty-nine teachers from

dissatisfact·ion.

urban schools with at least 65 percent Caucasian students, and a
control group of sixty teachers from urban schools with at least
65 percent Black students.

tremendous

gene~al

Spillane concluded that there was a

dissatisfaction with the teaching conditions in

sthools located in the urban setting.
S~illane

further related

that~

judging from teacher responses,

administrators could expect heightened problems and pressures from
the urban school teacher.

Some of the complaints expressed concerned:

inferior salarids, large class
and 1ow teacher

status~

sizes~

inadequate curriculum

materials~

The author concluded that teachers generally

find the urMn schoo1 sett·lng more difficult than they were led to
~xpect

during their collegiate training,

Horiuchi (1972) compared the job satisfaction of 334 teachers
working in rural or suburban school districts in Hawaii.

Ha reported

no significant differences in overall job satisfaction scores on the
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Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire between rural and suburban
teachers.

Rural teachers were found to score higher on two constructs

of the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (supervision--technical;
and supervision--human relations).

Horiuchi further related that

rural schools had the tendency to have a more open climate.

He also

reported a significant positive relationship between openness of the
school climate and teacher job satisfaction.

Hamlin (1966) also

agrees with Horiuchi that teachers in schools with open climates
report greater job satisfaction.
Merrill (1969) examined the job satisfaction of 164 teachers
and 22 principa1s from 22 school districts in New York.

Using the

Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire he attempted to establish a
relationship between various personal and environmental factors and
job satisfaction.

One of the variables investigated was the effect

of the schoo1 •s geographical

loc~tion

upon job satisfaction of the

sample. Merrill found that for both teachers and

p~incipals nb

significant relationship between geographica1 location of the school

and j6b satisfaction was

p~esent.

This study limited the geographical

variable to suburban versus rural school

district~.

Browh (1970) investigated the job satisfaction of educational
adnlinistrators 1n California.

Using analysis of variance, the author

concluded that there is no relationship between an educationa1

adminis~

trator•s job satisfaction and the community type where he is employed.

The commul'li ty types represented were urban, suburban, or rura 1/sma 11

towns.
J:n summary, the data presented here seem to indicate that

geographical location of the school is not a factor of an educational
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administrator's job satisfaction.

However, conclusions should be

carefully considered when the Brown and Merrill studies are offered
as evidence.
The Merrill study was limited in scope in both sample size
and 'J!>.Ographical location.

With only twenty-two principals in the

study, all work·ing in the state of New York, the external validity
of Merrill's findings must be suspect.
l-imited to just one state.

The Brown study was also

However, the sample was very large and

included examinees from diverse community types.
The Spillane (1967) study offered interesting conclusions
on teachers working in an urban setting, but no data were reported
comparing geographical areas as related to job satisfaction.
Horiuchi's (1972) study of teachers in Hawaii is the only study
offering any support for the theory that community type might affect
job satisfaCtion. The author concluded that in regard to overall
job satisfaction of teachers, community type is not a factor.
Number otJ:acuity Members .
.in .the Pri,nci pa 1' s. Schoo 1

A r~view of the literature

r~vealed

no

studie~

examining the

jbb satisfaction of edUcational administrators in relation to the
numbe~

of

~mpldyees

they supervised.

There have been a few research

projeOts that have related the number of students 1n a scho61 to the

jab satisfactian of the
studi~s

administrator~

Perhaps a rQview of these

wi11 offer e1ues to the re1atHmship between facuHy s1ze and

the principa1 1 s job satisfaction, since it seems fair to
faculty size and student body size correlate highly.

as~ume

that
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Number of Students in
the Princi~al •s School
Educators have traditionally speculated that teachers and
administrators job satisfaction is naturally tied to the school size.
Limited research on this subject has yielded conflicting data.
Hussein (1968) examined the job satisfaction of teachers from
a random sample of ten Michigan high schools.

A representative sample

of teachers from each high school was selected to complete a questionnaire on their work environment.

The author then established

correlations between schoo'l size and the teachers• job satisfaction.
The data revealed a statistically significant negative correlation
between a teacher•s satisfaction and school size.

Hussein offered

as an explanation for this phenomena the concept that increased school
size results in unfavorable organizational changes.

These changes

tend to affect the attitudes of teachers resulting in job dissatisfaction.
Grosset al. (1967) as previously reported, examined the job
satisfaction
of this study

of

principal~ usin~

was size

a

~ationwide

sample.

of the school enrollment.

One variable

The authors divided

schooi sizes in-to riVe groups for pur·poses o'f statistical aha'lysis.

1hese groupings were 1-669, 700•970, 971-1,022, 1,023-1,516, and
1~517

and up. Gross reported that the site of the student body was

not s1gnif1cant1y re1ated to the job satisfaction of principals.

Carr (1911) ana1yzed the job satisfaction of 100 high schoo1
principals.

The author reported that principals from small schools

were less satisfied with their positions than their contemporaries
in medium and large schools.

This relationship was statistically
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significant when using the Hullin Job Descriptive Index as the measure
of job satisfaction.
In summary, research on the relationship of enrollment to
job satisfaction of principals is inconclusive.

Certainly the lack

of extensive examination of this topic makes any conclusions hazardous.
As previously reported, both the Carr (1971) and Gross (1967) studies
have methodological weaknesses that might affect their external
validity. While Grosset al. (1967) reported that enronment had no
relationship to job satisfaction of principals, the study employed a
rather homogeneous sample of principals from cities in the U.S. with
at least 50,000 population.

The Carr (1971) study examined high

school principals from Michigan. There is some doubt whether the
authors•conclusions would be valid in other geographical locations
or with elementary principals.
The Hussein (1968) study of teachers demonstrated a negative
re1at1onship between student enrollment and subsequent job satisfaction.
This finding may not apply when examining the job satisfaction of
administrators in the same school settings.
~-~-g.f

Minority Students
-1ii-_tnePr]-nci pa 1 1 s School
A reView of educational literature reveals a multitude of
artic1~s

discussing the problems of

~ducators

who work with thildren

from racial minorities. However, few researchers have attempted to

re1ate the percentage of minority students in a schbo1 settihg to the
job satisfactior1 experiencad by the educators employed 1n

th~e

school.

Spi11ane (1957), as prev1ous1y described, reported that
teachers in schools with over a 65 percent minority student
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representation were singularly unhappy.

The author reported that in

predominately Negro schools fewer than one out of ten teachers viewed
their position as

perma~ent.

These same teachers revealed that the

lack of intellectual stimulation in schools with a majority of Negro
students was the greatest contributor to teacher job dissatisfaction.
However, the teachers also complained that parental apathy and basic
student deficiencies also contributed to job dissatisfaction.
Brown (1971) examined the job satisfaction of educational
administrators in California public schools.

Brown reported that

elementary and junior high school principals in schools with over
35 percent minority student enrollment have a lower level of job
satisfaction.

The statistical significance was at the .05 level.

Brown cautioned against the possible inference from his study
that elementary and junior high school principals dislike minority
students. Brown recommended that additional research should be undertaken to determine if other factors contributed to the negative
relationship between minority student enro1lment and the job satisfaction of admirli strators.
In summary, the evidence offered here is obviously not
conclusive.

The Brown (1971) study was an extensive review of the

job satisfaction of 884 administrators in California public schools.
'the author reported that the percentage of minority student enrollment

was found to be negatively related to the job satisfaction of elementary
and junior high schoo1 principa1s.

Because of the large samp1e size

and careful representation from a broad segment of California public
schools the data from the Brown stu ely probably offer the be$t ana1ys1 s
of this question.

Because of the limited research ava11ab1e the
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conclusions by Brown should be carefully evaluated by further study.
SU~1MARY

A r~view of the literature indicates that the role of the
elementary princ-ipal has been changing during recent years.

However,

no researchers have attempted to relate these changes to the administrators

1

job satisfaction.
When the personal variables of age and gender are examined,

no significant correlations with job satisfaction of principals were
uncovered.

Research studies on the principal

1

S

personal variables of

ethnicity, graduate training, job tenure and marital status, as
l

telated to the principals job satisfaction, yielded conflicting data.
1

Studies attempting to relate community type with job satisfaction of the principal have not established any significant
correlations~

1here have been no studies relating the number of

faculty members with job satisfaction of the principal.
dat~

attempting tb relate the

environm~ntal

Research

variables of percentage

of minority students and number of students in the s choo 1 to the job
satisf'action bf the principal have resulted in contradictory findings,
!n
presented.

th~

remaining chapters, the following topics wil1 be

Research procedures and methodology are discussed in

Chapter Three.

In Chapter Four the study data will be presented.

Chapter Five will include conclusions and recommendations for further
study.

Chapter 3
METHOD OF THE STUDY
The methodology used to examine relationships between selected
variables and the job satisfaction of California elementary school
principals is presented in chapter three.
SOURCES OF DATA
Selection of the Sample
The 250 California elementary school principals selected for
this investigation were randomly chosen from the California Public
School Directory 1972. The selection process was conducted in the
fo 11 owing manner.

First, the names and addresses of a11 Ca 1i forni a

elementary school principals were verified for accuracy for the
1972-1973 school year with the cooperation of staff members of the
California State Department of Education.
principals were removed from the list.

were

Next, all part-time

The remaining 4,995 principals

assigned index numbers ranging from 1 to 4,995.

The sample of

2~0 prtncipa1s or 5 percent of the study popul~tiort was then selected

by using a random tab 1e of numbers found in Random Numbers in Uniform

atld Norma1
(Clatk, 1966).
'-· .. - ...Distributior'l with Indices for Subsets
.

~

,

.-~

.

'

.

.

.

'

.

~
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The Instruments
Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire. 3 The MSQ was developed
by the members of the Work Adjustment Project at the Industrial Relations
Center, University of Minnesota.

This test device was developed to

examine job satisfaction as related to the Theory of Work Adjustment.
The theory proposes that job satisfaction is a function of the corre·"
spondence between the individual •s vocational needs and the
reinforcement contingencies in the work environment (Weiss, 1967).
The long form of the MSQ was developed in 1963 and includes
twenty-one scores which attempt to measure the constructs that follow:
ability utilization, achievement, activity, advancement, authority,
company policies and practices, compensation, co-workers, creativity,
independence, moral values, recognition, responsibility, security,
supervision-technical, variety, working conditions, general
satisfaction. 4
The MSQ test manual (Weiss, 1967) describes the reliability
coefficients of the 1963 long form on the basis of internal consistency
and stability measures.

Internal

consist~ncy

the Hoyt reliability coefficient technique.

was computed by utilizing
On the MSQ, the Hoyt

coefficients were .80 higher in 83 percent of the tests, and only 2.5
percent were lower than .70.
Re1iabi1ity measures are employed to show that a given test

3ln the rema1 nder of Chapter· 3 when referring to the .MJnneso~!
Que.st1c:mn,a,i,r.e. the initials MSQ wi11 be used.

~A9.~.ig!'1

4see Appendix B~ p. 111 for defi ni ti ons of the twenty job
satisfaction constructs as utilized in the MSQ.
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consistently measures the same constructs.

Internal consistency is

used to determine if the different questions of a test are measuring
the same things.

A test device must produce the same results over a

period of time, and this is measured by a stability coefficient.
Stability of the MSQ was determined by retesting students and
employed persons at one-week and one-year intervals.

For the one-week

period, stability coefficients ranged from .66 for the co-workers
scale to .91 for the working conditions, with a median of .83.

One-

year retest correlations were somewhat lower, ranging from .35 for
independence to .71 for ability utilization, with a median of .61.
Regarding validity, the evidence is mainly in the form of
construct validity resulting from attempts to use the MSQ to test
various predictions from the Theory of Work Adjustment.

The results

are less clearcut than in the case of reliability.
Construct validity is a measure that helps to determine if
items on a test are actually testing the constructs or characteristics
they are supposed to be testing.

The technique of establishing con-

struct validity is normally undertaken by having a group of experts
analyze the data from a pi1ot test.
The test

developer~

reported that analyses of the data examining

the construct validity of the MSQ revealed good evidence of construct
validity

for the Ability Utilization, Advancemeht; and Variety Scales.

ihen,e was a1so

StJttle evidence of construct validity for the Authority~

I
.
Ad11evamentf Creativity~ and Responsibility Sca1es, but 1itt1e evidence

of' construct va11dity was found for the ActivitYa Compensation,
Independence, Moral Values, Recognition, Security, Social S@rv1ce,
Social Status, and Working Conditions Scales (Weiss, 1967).
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The test developers also attempted to establish concurrent
validity by comparing the results of twenty-five occupational groups
on the MSQ.

The results amply demonstrated that the MSQ does

differentiate the job satisfaction between the twenty-five occupational
groups at the .001 level of significance.

Concurrent val·idity is

important because it tells an investigator whether a test will consistently apply to several populations.
The MSQ has been given for over ten years in job satisfaction
research.

The reliability of this test measure has been carefully

established.

The authors have developed norm tables for several

occupational groups, including teachers.

The MSQ has also been

extensively used to contrast the job satisfaction among various
occupational groups.

It therefore appears that this test may be

appropriate for differentiating between principals with varying levels
of job satisfaction.
GenE\ti;il job Information Survey. 5 The GJiS was developed in
1973 by the project director for this study in cooperation with Dr.

Willi am Theimer, the former director of the Uni vers; ty of the Pacific
laboratory of Educational Research.

lt was designed to elicit general

information about each administrator in the samp1e.

The questions

pertain to specific personal and environmental variables such as age;

sex, marital status, and number of students in the

princip~ls'

schools.

Ptincipals were not asked to give opihions or make judgements; they

werQ to supp1y

f~ctua1

data.

5In the remainder of Chapter 3 when referring to the General
Job Information Surve~ the initials GJIS will be used.
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Reliability of the GJIS was established by pilot testing the
proposed GJIS on twenty educational administration students from the
University of the Pacific. After the test was administered to this
group, a discussion was conducted evaluating the success of the GJIS
in eliciting the demographic data necessary to test the hypotheses
in this study.

Students were able to suggest areas where the

directions were unclear.

As a consequence, the GJIS directions were

revised to provide more clarity.
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
On March 21, 1973 each of the 250 California

elementa~y

school

principals randomly selected for the study was sent a letter requesting
his or her participation in the study. 6 The purpose of this letter
was to accomplish the following:
1.

Explain the purposes of the project,

2.

Emphasize the importance of participation in the study,

\

3. Assure participants of anonymity,
4.

Offer to send a copy of the study abstract upon completion

of the study.
Enclosed with the covet letter was a tdpy of the Minnesbta Satisfaction
Questjonnaire 1 a copy of the General Job Information

Surve1~

a stamped

enve1ope for returning the completed MSQ and GJIS, and a postcard
indicating that the questionnaires had been returned. 7 The postcard
.

t" "J •. ..,.,.,.., ..

!)01;

l

6For a samp1e of the cover letter see Appendix c,·p. 113.
7see Append·ices D, E, and F for samples of the MSQ, GJIS,
and the postcard.
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was included to assure the part·icipants of anonymity, and to identify
which members of the sample had completed and returned the
questi onna·i r·es.
A follow-up letter was sent on April 4, 1973 to the 106 principals who had not yet responded. 8 This letter emphasized the
importance of returning the requested data, and offered to replace
lost questionnaires.

A postcard was enclosed which could be used to

indicate that the questionnaires had been returned, more copies of
the questionnaires were needed, or to give an explanation of any difficulty in complying with the requested participation.9 If these
postcards were returned, and the pr'ir1ci pa 1 as ked for another copy of
the questionnaires, the study materials and a return envelope were
sent immediately.
One hundred and seventy··s·ix pl"'incipals, 70 per·cent of the
sample, returned questionnaires.

and

After eliminating part-time principals

queationnaires with incomplete

a~swers

171 questionnaires w~re

ava11ab1e for statistical analysis.
Th~

data take~ from the MSQ and the GJIS were then k~y puhched

oh IBM cards fdr introduction into
co~put~t fo~ ~tatistical

tht~

University of the Pacific's

analysisi
DATA Tf<EATMENT

Data treatmeht in this study was designed to ascertaili the

stat1atica1 significance of differences iN job latisfaction acores of
8For a sample of the follow·«up letter see Appendix G, p. 127.

9For a sample of the postcard see Appendix H, p. 129.
(

I
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principals with different personal and environmental characteristics.
The analysis of variance technique was used to test the hypotheses of
the study.

This procedure allows an investigator to determine the

probability that the observed difference in sample means is due to
chance alone.

This probability is called the level of statistical

significance of the difference in sample means.

For

t~ris

study a .05

level of statistical significance has been adopted.
SUMMARY

t

.t

The methodology of the study was presented in Chapter 3.
process of selecting the sample was described.

The

The reliability and

validity of the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire were discussed.
The statistica1 procedure was delineated.
Chapter 4 wi 11 include a sumn1ary of the demographic data
obtained from the General Job Information Survey and a presentation
of the job satisfaction data from the Minnesota Satisfaction

gues ti.onnai r.§.•

Chapter 4
PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
The data collected from the ca-lifornia elementary school
principals concerning their personal and environmental variables as
related to job satisfaction will be discussed in this chapter.
data will be presented under the following sections:

(1)

The

Demographic

Data Obtained from the General Job Information Survey,lO and (2) Job
Satisfaction Data Obtained from the Minnesota Satisfaction
_lli!estionnaire.ll
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OBTAINED FROM THE
GENERAL JOB INFORMATION SURVEY
Demographic data has been grouped for purposes of data
treatment and prll!sentation.

The groupings were established by

observation of natural breaks between the various groups.
d~ceptidn

to this procedure was in regard to the number of

The one
thildr~n

from different ethnic backgrounds in California e1emer'itary schools;
Ih

t~i s

(1970).

case, the group; ngs. were based upon a study completed by Browr'1
It was intended that by using the same groupings, Brown•s

study results could be tested;

lOrn the remainder of Chapter 4 when referring to the General

Job Inform[£.1.on ..survey~ the initials GJIS will be used.

. ........... ,.

llrn the remainder of Chapter 4 when referring to the Minnesota
the initials MSQ will be used.
·····-

S~t.i~sfaction Questionnaire~
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Question 1: Principals• Age
Principals were asked to indicate their age.

All but three of

the study participants answered the question with regard to age.
age span of principals was from twenty-nine to sixty-five.
age for the principals was 46.3.

The

The mean

Only 5.4 and 4.8 percent of the

principals were in the age groups of 29 to 34 and 59 to 65 respectively.
The age group of 35 to 40 and 53 to 58 each contained 13.7 percent of
The largest group of principals was in the age range of

the sample.

41 to 46 which represented 33.8 percent of the sample.

The age group

between 47 to 52 had the next largest percentage of 28.6.

See Table 2

for a summary of the data.
Table 2
The Ages of California Elementary School Principals
Shown in Frequencies and Percentages
Age Groups

Frequencies

Percentages
.-.·~

29-:34

9

5.4

35-40

23

13.7

41 .. 46

57

33.8

47r.o52

48

28.6

53-58

23

i 3. 7

59 ... 65

8

4.8

N~16S
Mean~46.3
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Question 2: Principals Sex
1

The gender of the principal was requested; one principal did
not respond to the question.

Of the 170 respondents, 149 principals

(87.6 percent) were males, while 21 principals (12.4 percent) were

females.

The percentage·s of male and female principals in both the

total sample of 250 and the 171 study participants were similar.
Question 3: Principals Marital
Status
1

One hundred and sixty-eight principals reported their marital
status while three principals did not answer this question.

Of those

responding, 152 principals were married {90.5 percent), 10 were divorced
(5.9 percent), 3 were single (1.8 percent), and 3 were widowed (1.8

percent).
Question 4! Principals
Earned Degree

1

Highe~t

rour principals did riot indicate their highest earned academic
degree.

Seventeen principals (10.2 percent) stated that their highest

earned degree was a bachelor 1 s degree.

One hundred and

forty~one

principals (84.4 percent) of the study participants reported that 'they
held master 1 s degrees, and nine principals (5.4 percent) indicated they
had earned a doctorate.
Q~esti~n

5.: P,rit'ldpa1$ Ethn,i_s
.BackgtQUhd
1

P~ihcipa1s

wers asked to report their ethnic

h~ritage.

A11 171

principals answered this question.

There were 162 Caucasians (94.7

percent), 4 Blacks (2.3 percent), 2

Mexican~Americans

and 3 11 0ther 11 (1.8 percent) principals in the study.

(1.2 percent),
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Question 6: Principalship
Experience
Two principals did not state their years of principalship
experience.

Among the others, the years of principalship experience

ranged from one to thirty-five.

The mean number of years of princi-

palship experience was 10.5, while the median was 9.1, and the mode
was 7.0.
Fifty of the principals (29.6 percent) had between one and
five years of experience.

Forty-e·i ght pri nci pa 1s ( 28.4 percent) had

from '6 to 10 years of experience. Thirty principals (17.8 percent)
and 33 principals (19.5 percent) represented the groups with 11 to
15

an~

16 to 20 years of experience respectively.

of the principals had over 20 years of experience.

Only 4.7 percent
I

See Table 3 for

a summary of the data.
Table 3
The Number of Years of Principa1ship Experience for
California Elementary School Principals
Shown in Frequencies and Percentages

Numbet of Years

Frequencies

Psrcentages

1-5

50

29.6

6-10

48

28.4

11 .. 15

30

1?.8

16 .. 20

33

19.5

21--35

8

4.7

N=169
Mean=l0.5

Median=9.1

Mode 7.0
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Question 7: Principals 1 Gross
Annual Income
One hundred and sixty-nine of the 171 principals reported
their gross annual incomes.
as follows:

The measures of central tendency were

l. Mean $18,777, 2. l"ledian $19,173, 3. Mode $20,000.

Eight principals (4.7 percent) earned between $10,900 and
$14,000.

Twice as many principals (9.5 percent) reported an annual

·income of between $14,001 and $16,000.

Thirty-eight principals

(22.5 percent) stated that their incomes were between $16,001 and
$18,000.

The largest group of principals (37.3 percent) indicated

that their salaries ranged from $18,001 to $20,000.

The second

largest group representing 26.0 percent of the respondents received
salaries between $20,001 and $24,000.

See Table 4 for a summary of

the data.
Table 4
The Annual Income of Calif6rnia Elementary School
Principals Shown in Frequencies and Percentages
Annual Income

Frequencies

Percentages

10;900--14;000

8

4.7

14 '001- 16 '000

16

9.5

16,001-18,000

38

22.5

18,001 ... 20,000

63

37.3

20,001-24,500

44

2i5a0

NC\1169

Mean $18,777.

Median $19,173.

Mode $20,000.
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Question 8: Full or Part
Time Status
Pri nci pa 1s were as ked to indicate whether they were full time
principals or had teaching and administrative responsibilities.

One

hundred seventy-one of the respondents stated that they were full t·ime
principals, and four principals reported that they were teaching
principals.

Since this study was lim"ited to only full time principals

the four teaching principals were eliminated from the data treatment.
Question 9: N~mber of Students
in the Principals' School
One hundred seventy principals listed the number of students
in their school.

Only one individual did not supply this information.

The size of school enrollments ranged from 40 to 1200 children.

The

measures of central tendency were mean 546, median 547, and mode 600.
Only 3.6 percent of the schools had fewer than 150 children,·
and only 2.9 percent of the schools had over 980 children enrolled.
Schools having 151 to 480 students represented 32.9 percent of the
sample.

Schools With 481 to 670 students enrolled

represent~d

the

largest groupl and their percentage in the sample was 45.4. the 9roup
of pri nci pa 1s having between 671 and 980 children i nc1 uded 15. 3 percent
or the sample.

See Table 5 for a summary of the data.

QuestiOn 10: Percentage of Student
Ethnic Group,s in th.~ Principals'
School

.'\

Principa1s were requested to give approximate percentages of
the ethnic background of students in thair school.
responded to this question.
in the GJIS as follows:

All 171 participants

There were five possible categories listed

1. Black, 2. Chicano, 3. Caucasian,
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Table 5
The Number of Students in Schools of California Elementary
Principals Shown in Frequencies and Percentages
Number of Students

Frequencies

Percentages

1-150

6

3.6

151-280

8

4.7

281-390

23

13.5

391-480

25

14.7

481-590

42

24.7

591-670

35

20.6

671-780

12

7.1

781-980

14

8.2

981-1200

5

2.9

N=l70
Meari=546

Median=547

Mode=600

4. Oriental, 5. other.
An analysis of the data revealed that sixty-six schools had
fewer than 1 percent of Black students enrolled. The other 102 sdhools
had from 1 to 95 percent of the student body who were Black.

Ninety--

seven schools (51.7 percent) had fr·om 1 to 33 percent of the student
body who were Black.

Only five schools (3.0 percent) had Slack students

represet'lt1ng 34.0 perceht of the student body.

See Tab1e 6 for a

summary of the data.
The percentage of Chicano students ·Found in the sample schools
are listed in Table 7.

Twenty-nine ('17.1 percent) of the 171 schools
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Table 6
The Percentage of Black Students Enrolled in the Schools
of California Elementary Principals Shown
in Frequencies and Percentages
Percentage of
Black Students

Frequencies

Percentages

l<

66

39.3

1-33

97

57.7

34-95

5

3.0

96-100

0

0

N=l68

had less than 1 percent of the student body from Chicano backgrounds.
One hundred twenty-seven schooH (74.1 percent) had Chicano students
representing between 1 and 33 percent of the student population.
Fifteen schools (8.8 percent) had more than 34 percent of the student
body coming from Chicano families.
Caucasian children were the 1argest ethnic population in the
sample schools.

In 132 schools (77.2 percent) caucasian children

tdmprissd over 66 percent of the students enrolled.

In contrast only

nine schools (5.3 percent) had fewer than 1 percent Caucasians 1n the
student body.

Eight schools had from 1 to 33 percent of the student

body who were from Caucasian ethnic groups, and these schools repr-esented 4.7 percent of the sample. Only 12.8 percent of the sample had
between 34 and 65 percent students from Caucasian homes, and they
included

twenty~two

schools.

See Table 8 for a summary of the data.
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Table 7
The Percentage of Chicano Students Enrolled in the Schools
of California Elementary Principals Shown
in Frequencies and Percentages
Percentage of
Chicano Students

Frequencies

Percentages

1<

29

17.1

1-33

127

74.1

34-97

15

8.8

98-100

0

0

N=l71

Table 8
The Percentage of Caucasian Students in the Schools of
California Elementary Principals Shown
in Frequencies and Percentages
Frequencies

. Percentage of
Caucasian Students

Percentages

l<

9

5.3

1-33

8

4. 7

34-65

22

12.8

66•100

132

77.2

N=171

Oriental students constituted a small portion of the student
population in this study.
students enrolled.

Sixty schools (35.1 percent) had no Oriental

Fifty~three

schools (31 percent) had only 1 percent
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Orientals in the student body.

Fifty-six schools (32 ..7 percent) had

from 2 to 33 percent of the students enrolled from Oriental families.
Two schools (1.2 percent) had over 34 percent of the students from
Oriental backgrounds.

See Table

9

for a summary of the data.

Table 9
The Percentage of Oriental Students in the Schools of
California Elementary Principals Shown
in Frequencies and Percentages
Frequencies

Percentages

l<

60

35.1

1

53

31.0

2-33

56

32.7

34.65

2

1.2

66-100

6

Percentage of
Oriental Students

d

·,:-'.

;...'"'

The category 1is ted as i1othet 11 included studetits from .Pottuguese,

American Indian, Filipino, and

misce11aneou~

culturai

herita~es.

One

hundred and twenty schools (70.2 percent) had no children in this
designation, Another fifty schools (29.2 pertent) had from 1 td 20
percent 6f the student body 1isted in the 11 0ther 11 popu1ation group.

on1y ons schoo1 (0.6

p~rcent)

had more than 20 percant of the

~tudent

body it1 ths 11 othar 11 category. ihis schoo1 contained chi1dren from
American Indian heritage, and they represented 74 percent of the students
enrolled in the school. 'See Table 10 for a summary of the data.
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Table 10
The Percentage of 0ther Students in the Schools of
California Elementary Principals Shown
in Frequencies and Percentages
11

Percentage of·
Other Students

11

Frequencies

Percentages

l<

120

70.2

1-33

50

29.2

34-74

75-100

.6
0

0

N=171
Question 11: The Number of
Teachers in the Principals 1
Schoo1

One hundred sixty-nine principals in this study reported the
number of teachers under the1r direct supervision.

The number of

teachers in the sample schools ranged from three to seventy-four.

The

mean was 22.1, and the median was 21.3.
Three percent of the schoo 1s had fewer than ten teache·rs; and
only 3 percent of the schools had more than forty teachers.
schools (40.2 percent) employed between 10 to 20 teachers.

Si~ty-eight

Fifty-'five

schools (32.4 percent) had from 21 to 25 teathers employed. Tha
remaining 36 schOols (21.4 percent) each had from 26 to 40 teachers.

See Tab1 e 11 for a summary of the data.
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Table 11
The Number of Certificated Teachers in the Schools of
California Elementary Principals Shown
in Frequencies and Percentages
Number of
Employees

Frequencies

1-9

5

3.0

10-15

23

13.6

16-20

45

26.6

21-25

55

32.4

26-30

16

9.5

31-35

15

8.9

36-40

5

3.0

41-74

5

3.0

Percentages

N=169
Mean=22. 1

Median=21.3

Question i2: The .Commu.nity Typel2
in Whi.ch .the. Principals 1
School is .Located
One hundred sixty-seven principals responded to this question,
and four principals did not supply the information.

Twenty-seven schools

(16.1 percent) were located in a major urban core city; and thirty .. five
s~hools (21.0

percent) were 1ocated in a minor utban

core

city,

Established suburbs contained twenty-three schoo1s (13.8 percent) as
12see Appendix A for a description of the community types used

in this study.
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compared with developing suburbs which had sixteen schools (9.6 percent).
The small city category included fifteen schools (9.0 percent).

The

1as t community type, the sma 11 town or agri cultura 1 service center, had
eighteen schools (10.8 percent).

See Table 12 for a summary of the data.
Table 12

The Community Types of the Schools of California Elementary
Principals Shown in Frequencies and Percentages
Community Type

Frequencies

Percentages

Major Urban Core

27

16.1

Minor Urban Core

35

21.0

Independent City

33

19.7

Established Suburb

23

13.8

Developing Suburb

16

9.6

Small City

15

9.0

Small Town

18

10.8

N=167
JOB SATISFACTION DATA OBTAINED
FROM THE MSQ
The data in this section will be reported in two forms.

Job

satisfaction scores as related to the study hypothesis will be reported

for each variable. Next, any of the twenty constructs of the MSQ which
is significantly related to the hypothesis under cons1de~ation will be

presented.
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Variable 1: Principals• Age
The first hypothesis stated that there is no significant
relationship between the principals• age and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the elementary school principal.

An analysis

of variance technique was used to determine that the F ratio was 1.4
which is not significant at the .05 leve·l; therefore, the hypothesis
was accepted.
Even though the principals• age is not significantly correlated
with job satisfaction, one of the constructs of the MSQ is significantly
correlated with the principals• age.

That construct is satisfaction

with compensation as related to the principals• responsibilities.
F ratio of 2.1 was significant at the .05 level.

The

See Table 13 for the

means and standard deviations for the six age groups used in this study.
Table 13
A Comparison of the Means and Standard Deviatidns
for Six Age Groups of Principals on the
Compensation Construct from the MSQ
·.· "'·

Age Group

Mean

F Ratio

SD
·:·

29 .. 34

1417

4.2

35;.40

15.0

5.2

41 .. 46

17.5

4.5

47-52

17. 1

4.9

53-58

18.5

4.1

59-65

19.7

4.2

•.

..

·,?

._•• _,_ .

• ••

••

'.!

·'i+lfl '!''''-'·

--~

-

Total

2.1

---

---------
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After obtaining a significant F ratio, a T tes.t was applied
to determine significance between groups of principals.

Job satisfac-

tion among principals in the age group of thirty-five to forty was
found to be significantly less than principals in the forty-one to
forty-six, the fifty-three to fifty-eight and the fifty-nine to sixtyfive age groups.

Job satisfaction among the twenty-nine to thirty-four

year old principals was also found to be significantly less than
principals in the fifty-nine to sixty-five age group.

See Tablel4 for

a summary of the data.
Table 14
A comparison of T Scores of Selected Age Groups of
Principals on the Compensation Construct
of the MSQ
Age Groups

29-34

35-40

41-46

47-52

29-34
35-40

2. "I*

53-58

59-65

2.0*

2.2*

2.5*

2.4*

41-46
47-52 '
53-58
59-65

*T scores are significant at the .05 level.

Vari ab 1e. 2.: Pri n.£tRa 1s 1 . Sex

The second hypothes1s stated that there is no s1gnif1cant
re1ationship between the sex of the principal and the 1eve1 of job
satisfaction. An analysi& of the data revealed that there is no
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significant relationship between a principal 1 S gender and his or her
job satisfaction.

The F ratio was 2.9 which was not significant at the

.05 level; therefore, the second hypothesis must be accepted.
The F ratio of 2.9 is significant at the .10 level.

The .05

level was chosen as the significant figure appropriate for this study.
However, an F ratio significant at the .10 level does indicate a trend.
Since this trend could be of major importance the data will be reported.
The mean job satisfaction score for male principals was 78.4.
Female principals had a mean job satisfaction score of 81.8.

The T

test between male and female principals 1 job satisfaction scores was
1.7, and is significant at the .10 level.

See Table 15 for a summary

of the data.
Table 15

A Co~parison of Means, Standard Deviations, T Score, and
F Ratio for Male and Female Principals on the Job
Satisfaction Measure of the MSQ
Mean

so

Male

78.4

8.5

149

Female

81.8

9.5

21

Principals

F Ratio

1' Score

N

·r

totals

2.9*

··~

1. 7*
~~-..:.~_.

*Significant at the .10 level.

Only one construct of the MSQ was found to be significantly
related with the sex of the principal and that construct was satisfaction with compensation.

The F ratio was 14.4, which is significant
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at the .001 level.

The T score was also significant at the .001 level.

Male principals with a mean score of 16.7, compared to female
principals with a mean score of 20.8 on the compensation construct of
the MSQ, were substantially less satisfied with their pay than were
female principals.

See Table 16 for a summary of the data.
Table 16

A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, T Score, and
F Ratio for Male and Female Principals on the
Compensation Construct of the MSQ
Principals
. Male
Female

Mean

so

16.7

4.8

149

20.8

2.8

21

F Ratio

Total

14.4*

T Score

3.8*

N

170

*Significant at the . 001 level .
V~riable

3:. Principals•
Marital Status
Ih hypothesis three it was stated that there ~s nb sigriificant

r~latiohship

betwaen the principals•

m~rital stat~s

and the 1eval of

job satisfaction experienced by the e1amentary school principal. ihe
data treatmet'lt confirmed this hypothes 1s.

'fhe F ratio of 0. 0 was not

wal accepted.
thare were no constructs of the MSQ that were corre1uted with
the princ1pa1s• mar1ta1 status at the .05 1ave1 of significance. How-

•ignifieant;

~ver,

therefor~,

hypothesis three

the construct of satisfaction with advancement possibilities of

the MSQ was re1ated to the principals• marital status at the .10 level
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of significance, and a .10 level does indicate a trend.

Because of the

possible importance of the relationship between advancement and marital
status the data will be reported for this trend.
Principals• who were married reported a higher level of job
satisfaction with their opportunity for advancement than the single,
widowed, or divorced principals.

The 152 married principals had a

mean score of 18.9 score on the advancement construct of the MSQ.

The

nineteen principals who were not married had a mean score of 17.4 on
the same construct.
.10 level.

The F and T ratios were both significant at the

See Table 17 for a summary of the data.
Table 17

A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, T Score, and
F Ratio for Both Married and Single Principals
on the Advancement Construct of the MSQ
Principals

Mean

so

Married

18.9

3.4

152

Other

17.4

3.6

19

F Ratio

3.2*

Total

I Scores

N

1.8*

171
. i..j"

*Significant at the .10 level.
Variable 4: Principal§•
Highelt Earned D~gr~e
In the fourth hypothesis it was stated that there is no

significant relationship between the 1eve1 of the principalsj training
and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the elementary school
principal.

A data analysis revealed that this hypothesis was correct,
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and the hypothesis was accepted.

The F ratio of 0.9 was not significant

at the .05 level.
The co-workers construct of the MSQ,

11

the way all my co-workers

get along with each other, 11 was found to be significantly related to
the principals' highest earned degree.

Principals with a bachelor of

arts degree were more satisfied with the relationship among their
co-workers than principals with higher degrees.

The seventeen prin-

cipals with a bachelor's degree had a mean of 22.1 on the co-worker
construct of the MSQ.

The 141 principals who held master's degrees had

a mean of 20.2, while the 9 principals with doctorates had a mean
score of 20.3.

The F ratio of 3.9 was significant at the .025 level.

The T score of 2.8 between principals with a bachelor's degree and
principals with a master's degree was significant at the .05 level.
See Tables 18 and 19 for a presentation of the data.
Table 18

A Comparison of the Means, Standard Deviations, and F
Ratio of Principals with Different Levels of
Graduate Training on the Co-worker
Construct bf the MSQ
Principa1
Gr·oups

tvlean

so

Doctorate

20.3

0.9

9

Masters

20.2

2.8

141

Bachelors

22.1

2.1

17

Total
*Significant at the .025 level.

F Ratio

3.9*

N
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Table 19
The Significant T Ratio of Principals with Different
Levels of Graduate Training on the Co-Workers
Construct of the MSQ
Principal Groups

Doctorate

~~asters

Bachelors

Doctorate
Masters

2.8*

Bachelors
*Significant at the .05 level.
Variable 5: PrincipalshiR
Experience
In hypothesis five it was stated that there is no significant
relationship between the number of

ye~rs

of principalship experience

and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the elementary school
principal.

An analysis of the data revealed that there is no signifi·

cant relationship between job satisfaction and the amount of
principalship experience.

The F ratio of ,3 was not significant at

the .05 level; hence, hypothesis five was accepted.

There were ho

constructs of the MSQ which were significantly related to principalship
experience.
Variable 6: Pr',)nc,ipals, 1
~thnis Background
In the sixth hypothesis it was stated that there is no
significant re1ationship between the principals 1 ethnic background
and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the elementary school
principal.

Hypothesis six was accepted because the F ratio of 2.6 was
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not significant at the .05 level.
Even though the ethnic background of principals was not
significantly related to job satisfaction, three of the constructs of
the MSQ were related to this variable at the .05 level of significance.
The first significant MSQ construct was advancement.

Caucasian

principals were found to be more satisfied with their opportunity for
advancement than principals from other ethnic backgrounds. The mean
score for Caucasian principals was 18.9, while principals from other
ethnic groups had a mean score of 16.3. The T and F ratios were
significant at the .05 level.

See Table 20 for a summary of the data.
Table 20

A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, T Score, and F Ratio
for Principals from Different Ethnic Backgrounds on
the Advancement Construct of the MSQ

Groups

Mean

so

Caucasian

18.9

3.3

162

Other

16.3

4.2

9

Total

F Ratio

4.8*

T Score

N

171

2.2*

*Significant at the .05 level.
The second MSQ construct in which a significant difference
could be identified was

co~workers.

Caucasian principals were

significant1y more satisfied with the way their cowworkers get along
with each other than principals from other ethnic backgrounds.

The

mean score for Caucasian prinpipals on the co-workers construct was
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20.5.

The mean for principals from other backgrounds was 18.6. The

F ratio of 4.8 was significant at the .05 level.
was also significant at the .05 level.

The T score of 2.2

See Table 21 for a presentation

of the data.
Table 21
A Comparison of

~'leans, Standard Deviations, T Score, and F Ratio
for Principals from Different Ethnic Backgrounds on
the Co-worker Construct of the MSQ

Groups

Mean

so

Caucasian

20.5

2.7

162

Other

18.6

2.2

9

Total

F Ratio

4.8*

T Score

N

2.2*

171

*Significant at the .05 level.
Caucasian principals were also more satisfied With the construct
of the MSQ tbncerning working conditions than principals from 11 other 11
ethnic popu1ations.

The mean score fat Caucasian principals

and the mean for other ethnic background principals was 17.8.
~ratio

of 4.1 was significant at .05.

significant

~a§ 20.2~

The

The T sc6re of 2.0 was also

at the .05 level. See Table 22 for a summary of the data.

7: Numb~r _of Stude,nts
in th,~ .P.~1JI¢i Q,a is • .Schoo 1

Vqriabl~

In hypothesis seven it was stated that there is tto significant
relationship between the number of students in the principals' school
and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the elementary school·
principal.

The analysis of the data revealed an F ratio of 1.0 which
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Table 22

A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, T Score, and F Ratio
for Principals from Different Ethnic Backgrounds on the
Working Conditions Construct of the MSQ

Groups

Mean

so

Caucasian

20.2

3.4

162

17.8

4.7

9

11

0ther

11

F Ratio

4.1 *

Total

T Score

2.0*

N

171

*Significant at the .05 level.
is not significant at the .05 level; therefore, hypothesis seven was
accepted.

There were no constructs of the MSQ which were significantly

related to the number of students in the principals' school.
Variable. 8: Number of Facult,t
Members in the .Principals'
School
In hypothesis eight it was stated that there is no significant
relationship between the number of faculty members under the principa1s'
supervision and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the
e1ementary school principal.

An analysis of the data revealed that job

satisfaction and the constructs of the MSQ are not related to the
number of facu1ty members in the principals' schooL

lhe

~ratio

of

.3 is not significant at the .05 level; thereforet hypothesis eight

was accepted.
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Variable 9: Percentage of Student
Ethnic Distribution in the
Principals School
1

In hypothesis nine it was stated that there is no significant
relationship between the percentage of ethnic distribut·ion among the
students in the principals school and the level of job satisfaction
1

experienced by the elementary school principal. An analysis of the
data revealed an F ratio of .9 which is not significant at the .05
level; therefore, hypothesis nine was accepted.
There were three constructs of the MSQ which were significantly
related to the ethnic distribution of Black students.

Principals with

schools having less than 32 percent Black students were more satisfied
with advancement opportunities than principals who had 33 to 95 percent
of their student body who were Blacks. The first group had a mean on
the advancement construct of 18.8, while their counterparts with over
33 percent of their students who were Black had a mean of 15.2.

The

F ratio of 4.9 and the T score of 2.2 were both significant at the
.05 leve1. See Table 23 for a summary of the data analysis.
Anothet significant construct relating the psrcentage 6f Black
~tudents

to the

pri~cipals

1

job satisfattion is cdmpertsation.

Prin~

cipals with fewer than 33 percent of their student body who are Black
are more satisfied with their pay than princ1pals with
1

ov~r

33 percent

of their students who are Black. The maan for the first group was 17,B
while the second group mean was 11.0. The resulting

r ratio of 9.6

was significant at the ,005 1eve1. The T store was significant at
the .01 level. The above data are included in Tabla 24.
The working conditions construct of the MSQ was significantly
related to the percentage of Black students in the principals 1 school.
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Table 23
A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, T Score, and F Ratio
for Principals Having Selected Percentages of Black Students
in Their School on the Advancement Construct of the MSQ
Percentage of
Black Students

Mean

so

1-32

18.8

3.4

99

33-95

15.2

4.7

5

F Ratio

Totals

4.9*

T Score

2.2*

N

101

*Significant at the .05 level.
Table 24
A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, T Score, and F Ratio
for Principals Having Selected Percentages of Black Students
in Their School on the Compensation Construct of the MSQ
Percentages of
Black Students

Mean

so

F Ratio

T Score

N

1-32

4.7

96

33-95

4.8

5

Totals
*S1g~ificant

9.5*

3.1**

101

at the .005 level.

**Significant at the .01 level.
Principals with over 33 percent of their students who were Black were
less satisfied with their working conditions than principals who had
fewer than 33 percent Black students.

The principals with over 33
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percent Black students had a mean of 14.6 on the working conditions
construct.

The other group of principals had a mean score of 20.3.

The F ratio of 13.3 was significant at the .001 level.
was significant at the .001 level.

The T score

Table 25 is a summary of the above

data.
Table 25
A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, T Score, and F Ratio
for Principals Having Selected Percentages of Black
Students in Their School on the Working
Conditions Construct of the MSQ
Mean

so

1-32

20.3

3.3

96

33-95

14.4

4.7

5

Totals

F Ratio

T·score

Percentage of
Black Students

13.3*

3.6*

N

101

*Significant at the .001 level.
Vafiable 10: The Communit~ Type
in Whi¢h the Principals
School. is.. ~o.cated
Hyp6thesis ten stated that there

was

no significant reiationship

between the conmunity type in which the school is 1ocated and the 1eve1
of job satisfaction experienced by the elementary sehool principaL

An

analysis of the data confirmed that job satisfaction of principals is
not related to the community type in which the school is located. The

F ratio of .6 was not significant at the .05 level; therefore, the
hypothesis was accepted.

None of the constructs of the MSQ were
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significantly related to the study variable of community types.
Variable 11: Principals' Salary
The last hypothesis stated that there is no significant
relationship between the principals' salary and the level of job
satisfaction experienced by the elementary school principal.

An

analysis of the data revealed an F ratio of 1.4 which is not significant
at the .05 level; hence, hypothesis eleven was accepted.
However, two of the constructs of the MSQ were significantly
related to the principals'salary.
and working conditions.

The two constructs were compensation

It appears that satisfaction with salary is

directly related to the level of pay.

The means for the different

salary groupings are reported in Table 26.
significant at the .001 level.

The F ratio of 4.5 was

The T scores of 2.0 and 2.3 show that

principals in the salary groupings between $16,001 to $18,000, and
$18,001 to $20,000 are more satisfied With their compensation than

the principals in the $10;900 to $14,000 salary range.

The principais

in the $20,001 to $24,500 salary range were found to be more satisfied
than all other salary groups as demonstrated by the
Tables 26 and

r

scores. ·See

21 for a summary of the data.

The working conditions construct of the MSQ was related to the
principals 1 salary.

The relationship again appears directly re'Jated

to how rnuch a principal is paid.

Principals in the lowest salary

groupings were the least satisfied with their working conditions.
The highest paid group of principals was the most satisfied with their
working conditions.

The means are shown in Table 28.

2.8 was significant at the .025 level.

The F r·atio of

The T scores of 2.0, 2.1 and 3.1
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Table 26
A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, and F Ratio
for Principals from Selected Salary Groups on the
Compensation Construct of the MSQ
Principals ·
Salary Groups

Means

SD

$10,900-$14,000

13.1

6.4

8

$14,001-$16,000

15.1

4.9

16

$16,001-$18,000

16.7

4.2

38

$18,001-$20,000

17.2

4.7

63

$20,001-$24,500

19.2

4.2

44

F Ratio

4.5*

Totals

N

169

*Significant at the .001 level.
Table 27
A Summary of T Scores for Principais from Se1ected Salary Groups

on the Compensation Construct of the MSQ

.Salary Groups
$10,900 ... $14;000

$16,000-$18,000

$18,001-$20,000

$20,001-$24;500

2.0*

2.3*

3.4***

$14,001 .. $16,000

3.0**

$16,001 ... $18~000

2.4**

$18~0Q1w$2Q,QQO

2.2**

*Signif1cant at the .05 level.
**Significant at the .02 level.
***Significant at the .001 level.
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all amply demonstrate that the top three salary groups. are statistically
more satisfied with their working conditions than the bottom salary
groups of principals.

See Tables 28 and 29 for a summary of the data.
Table 28

A Comparison of Means, Standard Deviations, and F Ratio
for Principals from Selected Salary Groups on the
Working Conditions Construct of the MSQ
Principals
Sa 1ary Gl!oups

Means

so

$10,900-$14,000

17. 1

3.6

8

$14,001-$16,000

19.5

4.4

16

$16,001-$18,000

19.9

2.9

38

$18,001-$20,000

19.9

3.3

63

$20,001-$24,500

21.3

3.2

44

F Ratio

2.8*

Totals

N

169

*Sign1ficant at the .025 level.
SUMMARY
The findings of the study have been presented in this chapter;
Demographic data

f~om

the GJIS were reported in

det~i1.

An analySis

of these personal and environmental characteristics would indicate that
the study participants represented the divergent groups within the
California elementary school principal population.
This study was limited to full time principals, and 171 of the
respondents were in this category while 4 principals also had teaching
responsibilities.

These four principals were not used in the data
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Table 29
A Summary of T Scores for Principals from Selected Salary
Groups on the Working Conditions Construct of the MSQ
Salary Groups

$16,001-$18,000

$18,001-$20,000

2.0*

2.1*

$10,900-$14,000

$20,000-24,500
3.1**

$14,001-$16,000
$16,001-$18,000
$18,001-$20,000
$20,001-$24,500
*Significant at the .05 level.
**Significant at the .001 level.
analysis.
A composite view of the population can be obtained by a review
of the data.

The mean age of the principals was 46.3, and the range

of ages was from twenty-nine to

sixty~five.

Female principals repre-

sented 12.4 pettent of the sample whila mala ptincipals reptesented
87.6 petcent.
In the

sample~

152 principals were married (90.5 percent), 10

were divorced (5.9 percent), 3 were single (1.8 percent), and 3 were
widowed (1.8 percent).

One hundred and forty-one principals' highest

earned degree was a master's while seventeen principa1s reported a
bachelor 1 s degree as their highest earned degree.

Nine principals

held earned doctoral degrees.
One hundred sixty-two principals (94.7 percent) were Caucasians,
four were Blacks (2.3 percent), two were Mexican Americans (1.2 percent)
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and three were in the 11 0ther 11 category (1 .8 percent) .. The range of
principalship experience was from 1 to 56 years.
The gross annual income of principals was from a low of $10,900
to a high of $24,500.

The mean gross annual income was $18,777.

The number of students in the principals' schools ranged from
40 to 1200.

The mean number of students was 546.

of these students were also reported.

The ethnic backgrounds

In 132 schools (77.2 percent)

Caucasian students represented over 66 percent of the student body.
Only five schools had over 34 percent of the students from a Black
background, and fifteen schools had over 34 percent of the students
from Chicano backgrounds.

Oriental students also were in the minority.

Two schools had over 34 percent of the students from Oriental parentage.
One school had 74 percent of the students from an American Indian background.
The number of teachers in the prihcipals' schools ranged from
three

to

seventy-four.

The mean number of teachers was 22.1.

The

community type ih which the principalsi school is located ranged frdm

a small town to a major urban core city. Small towns represented 10.8
percent of the lchools, while 9.0 percent were looated in small cities.
Suburban schoblS represented 23.4 percent Of the sctmp1e.

The 1arger

areas had the most schools and included 19.7 percent from independent
cities, 21 percent from minor urban core cities, and 16.1 from major
urban core cities.

In the second half of Chapter 4 job satisfaction data of the
MSQ were reported.

The data treatment revealed that none of the study

variables were significant at the .05 level.
of the hypotheses were accepted.

Therefore, all eleven
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One of the hypotheses was significant at the

~10

level.

Even

though this level was not significant for this study, the data does
indicate a trend.

This finding indicated that female principals are

overall more satisfied with their principalship than are male principals.
The mean job satisfaction score for female principals was 81.8, and
the male principals mean score was 78.4.

Both the F ratio of 2.9

and the T score of 1.7 were significant at the .10 level.
The MSQ satisfaction score is made of twenty separate constructs
which were measured individually.

The data treatment was an examination

of the relationship between each construct and the study variables.
The data analysis uncovered eleven significant relationships and one
important trend.
Chapter 5 will contain a summary of the study, the conclusions
of the study, and suggestions for further research.

l

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOM~~ENDATI ONS
SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to examine the following
questions:

Is the level of job satisfaction experienced by elementary

school principals a function of age, sex, marital status, graduate
training, ethnic background, or number of years of principalship
experience?

Is the level of job satisfaction experienced by elementary

school principals a function of the size of the student body, percentage
of ethnic distribution among the students in the school, community type
ih which the school is located, or the principals• salary? It was
hypothesized that the personal and environmental characteristics of
California elementary school principals would not be related to their
experienced job satisfaction.
In Chapter 1, the problem, purpose of the study, hypotheses,
assumptions, limitations, and definition of terms were presented.

The

second chapter included a review of the literature in three major areas.
They were (1) the changing role of the elementary schoo·l principal, (2)
personal variables of the elementary school principal as related to job
satisfaction, and (3) environmental variables of the elementary school
principal as related to job satisfaction.
The procedures used to conduct the investigation were presented
83
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in Chapter 3.

The selection of the 250 principal sample (5 percent of

the original population) was described, and the validity, reliability,
and theoretical base for the study instruments were established.
instruments were used to obtain the data for the study.

Two

The Minnesota

Satisfaction Questionnaire, 1 a test device developed by the University
of Minnesota 1 s Department of Work Adjustment, was used to survey the
job satisfaction of the selected sample of California elementary school
principals.

The personal and environmental characteristics of the

sample were compiled using a questionnaire named the General Job
Information Survey2 which was developed by the author.
The findings of the study regarding the relationships of job
satisfaction to the personal and environmental variables of study
participants were reported in Chapter 4.
CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions relative to this study were drawn.

The

cbnclusions related to each hypothesis will be presented and general
observations will be discussed.
Conclusiohs R,elative :to Hypothesis 1
Results of this study confirmed the hypothesis that age is not
significantly related to the job satisfaction of California e1ementary
school principals.

These results support the findings of Gross

(1967)~

1In the remainder of this chapter the ~nnesota S~tJsfaction
Qy_~stionnaire will be referred to as the ~1SQ.
,

2rn the remainder of this chapter the General Job Information
Survey will be referred to as the GJIS.
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Brown (1970), Jary (1971), Lee (1972), and Billups (1972) who concluded
that age and the level of job satisfaction experienced by school principals were not significantly related.

Studies which included both

teachers and principals, however, suggest that age is significantly
related to job satisfaction, and studies of teacher job satisfaction
have resulted in similar findings.

It would appear that when teachers

and principals are considered a definite interaction effect upon job
satisfaction is likely.

The results of these studies seemingly confirm

the conclusions of Larouche (1972) that age has a different impact on
job satisfaction depending upon the specific occupational group being
examined.
Although job satisfaction was not found to be related to age,
the compensation construct of the MSQ was significantly related to the
principals 1 age.

In this study; younger principals were less satisfied

with their compensation than were the principals in the middle age
range.

The data support the view that principals become more sat1sfied

with their sa1aries as they grow older.
Studies of othQt occupational groups indicate
Sa1eh (1964) reported that older

work~rs

si~ilaf

results.

indicated they obtained their

job satisfaction from intrinsic factors, whereas younger workers felt
extrinsic factors, like compensation, were more important to job
satisfaction.

Since most principals are on a salary schedule based on

years of experience, younger principals would normally receive less pay
for their jobs than older principals.

As a consequence, the young

principal would be less satisfied with his salary.

This conclusion

seemingly refutes the Porter (1961) hypothesis that the age of
executives is not related to job satisfaction because job satisfaction
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is a function of job level rather than a function of age.
Conclusions Relative to Hypothesis 2
The data from this study support the hypothesis that job satisfaction is not significantly related at the .05 level to the gender of
the principal.

However, the data indicate a significant relationship

at the .10 level which suggests that a trend exists for

fema~principals

to be more satisfied with their jobs than are male principals.
This finding conflicts with the conclusions of Brown (1970) and
Lee (1972) who found no relationship between job satisfaction of
educational administrators and their gender.

The literature, except in

these two studies has supported the conclusion that job satisfaction
is related to the sex of educators.

Studies by Rempel and Bentley

(1970), Wickstrom (1971), and Horiuchi (1972) on the job satisfaction
of

te~chers

indicated that female teachers are generally more satisfied

with their positions than are male teachers.
The compensation construct of the MSQ was found to be significantly related tb the principals• sex.
~reater

Female principals indicated

satisfaction with their pay than ma)e principals at the .001

level of significance.

Studies by Rempel and Bentley (1970), Wickstrom

(1971), and Horiuchi (1972) of teather job satisfaction support this
finding.
One possible explanation for this phenomenon is the fact that
the mean age of female principals in this study is tan years above that
of male principals.

Since age has been shown to

b~

related to

prin~

cipals 1 satisfaction with their salary, perhaps the interaction which
seems to exist between age and salary explains the differences between
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male and female principals on this particular construct.
Conclusions Relative to Hypothesis 3
The findings of this study support the hypothesis that no
significant relati·onship exists between the principals' marital status
and job satisfaction.

No previous research which attempted to deter-

mine the relationship between marital status of school administrators
and job satisfaction was identified.

Several studies have been

conducted, however, to determine the relationship of marital status
and the level of job satisfaction of teachers.

Plant (1966) and Lewis

(1968) found that married teachers were more satisfied with their jobs
than single teachers.

Conversely, Maleche (1970) and Buxton (1971)

found no relationship between marital status and the level of job
satisfaction.

No significant relationships have been identified in

this study; the question needs further examination.
The advancement conStruct of the MSQ as related to a principal's
marital status was significant at the .10 level.

lhis trend would

suggest that single, divorced, or widowed principals feel they have
1ess oppottunity for advancement than married principals.

No studies

could be found which confirm or negate the single principals'
perception of inequality in the opportunity for advancement.

Perhaps

the single principals' .Perception of lack of advancement opportunity
has been caused by school district personnel who have, by their
advancement

practices~

implied that mart1ed principals are more

acceptable candidates for leadership positions in the district.
Conclusions Relative to Hypothesis 4
The findings of the study support the hypothesis that there is

.~·
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no significant relationship between job satisfaction and principals•
level of graduate training.

This result is in a conflict with Brown

(1970), who found that of all California educational administrators
principals with an earned doctorate were the most satisfied with their
jobs.

He also reported that principals who had not earned a doctorate

were the least satisfied of all educational administrators.
Gross (1967) and Jary (1971) both found no significant
relationship between job satisfaction and a principal•s graduate
degree.

Studies by Lewis (1968) and Rempel (1970) on the job satis-

faction of teachers discovered that teachers with master•s degrees
were more satisfied with their jobs than were teachers with no graduate
degrees.

Maleche (1971) examined teachers from several countries and

concluded that there is no significant relationship between job satisfaction and graduate training.

Studies on the job satisfaction of

teachers, principals and teachers, and principals alone have yielded
conflicting data.

One possible explanation may be that job satisfaction
I

instruments do not equally delineate the effect graduate training has
upon the level of job satisfaction.

If this is true, more research

should be undertaken to develop a more reliable job satisfaction
instrument.
The co-worker construct of the MSQ was found to be significantly
related to a principal •s graduate training.

Principals whose highest

earned was a bachelor•s degree were more satisfied with the people with
whom they work than principals who had more advanced degrees.

No

research cquld be identified which either supports or rejects this
finding;

A conclusion may be that principals with more advanced degrees

have more knowledge and opportunity to critically evaluate their
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co-workers performance.

Another explanation might be that principals

who have obtained an advanced degree have certain pers6nal characteristics that have carry-over effect in their relationships with
co-workers.
Conclusions Relative to Hypothesis 5
An analysis of the data revealed that the number of years of
principalship experience is not related to the job satisfaction of
principals.

A review of the literature revealed only one study where

the researcher obtained similar results.

Gross (1967) in a nationwide

survey of principals found that no significant relationship existed
between principalship experience and job satisfaction.
of researchers have arrived at opposite conclusions.

The majority
Johnson (1968)

using the MSQ with Louisiana principals identified a significant
relationship between experience and job satisfaction.

Carr (1971),

Jary (1971), and Lee (1972) used different job satisfaction instruments
to examine principals from several geographical areas.

The findings of

these studies support the conclusion of Johnson (1968) that job
satisfaction and principalship experience are significantly related.
Studies of the relationship between teachers' job satisfaction and job
tenure have y1elded the same results.
The differences in the f1ndings between the results

rtom

this study and most other studies may be attributed to the sample
populations because this study examined only California elementary
school

principals~

while the other studies examined principals

from diverse geographical areas and environmental characteristics.
Also, this study was limited to elementary school principals
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while the other studies included high school principals which could
contribute to different findings.
Conclusions Relative to Hypothesis 6
The results of this study support the hypothesis that the
principals• ethnic background is not significantly related to the level
of job satisfaction experienced

by

the elementary school principal.

There has been a dearth of research examining the principals• ethnic
background as related to his job satisfaction.

Gross (1967) concluded

that Black principals were more satisfied with their positions than
Caucasian principals.

Brown (1970), in his study of California school

administrators, found no relationship between job satisfaction and
cultural heritage of the principal.

Additional research is needed to

clarify this relationship.
Although the principals• ethnic background was not significantly
related to their overall level of job satisfaction, three of the MSQ
constructs were discovered to be significantly re1ated to the principals•
ethnic heritage.

Caucasian principa1s indicated a h1ghef 1eve1 of

satisfaction with the opportunity for advancement than principals from
all other ethnic groups.

Perhaps the fact that educational

including public school personnel departments, haVe been

institutions~

traditio~a11y

operated by Caucasians has led minorities to feel they have less
opportunity for advancement.

Apparently affirmative action programs

have not had an impact on the perceptions or minorit1es and they fee1
that

th~y

do not yet have adequate oppbrtunity for advancement.

Minority principals have also indicated

le~ss

satisfaction than

Caucasian principals with the working conditions construct of the MSQ.

l
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An explanation may be that minority principals are often assigned to
schools with a large minority student population.

This placement can

mean that the principal is in a position where it is more difficult to
obtain educational results, and the principal in this environment will
probably have more discipline problems than principals who work in
other school settings.
The last construct of the MSQ which is significantly related to
the ethnic heritage of a principal is the co-worker scale.

Principals

from ethnic minorities were significantly less satisfied with their
co-workers than were Caucasian principals.

It has been suggested that

teachers who work in schools with large minority student populations
are often not as experienced as teachers in middle class schools.

The

minority principal, if assigned to a school with heavy concentrations
of minority students, may find a large proportion of inexperienced
teachers require more effort in terms of supervision and instructional
help.

The demands which are made on teachers and administrators in

compensatory schools sometimes exceed what is expected in noncompensatory schools leading to additional tension

amon~

co-workers.

A review of the literature revealed that there has been little
research exam1ning the advahcement, working conditions, and

co~worker

constructs of the MSQ as related to the principalS 1 ethnic heritage.
These constructs should be the subject of anin depth study to help
determine if minority principals do experience a lower level of job
satisfaction than do Caucasian principals.
Conclusions Relative to Hyp_othes iLl.
The study data

sup~ort

the hypothesis that the number of
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students enrolled in the school is not significantly related to the
principals' job satisfaction.

Two other studies in which this variable

has been considered were identified.

Gross (1967) reported that there

was no significant relationship between school size and the level of
job satisfaction experienced by the school principal, while Carr (1971)
found that principals in large high schools were more satisfied with
their jobs than principals in small high schools.
Although this study supports Gross (1967), it would appear with
the evidence identified only limited statements can be made regarding
the relationship between school enrollment and the principals' job
satisfaction.

Additional studies should be undertaken to examine

this relationship.
Conclusions Relative to Hypothesis 8
An analysis of the data supports the hypothesis that the number
of faculty member·s in the principals' school is not related to their
job satisfaction.

None of the constructs of the MSQ were significantly

related to the number of faculty members in the principals' school.
There were no studies identified in the literature exaMining
this

variabl~.

Thus, the only available evidence indicates that the

number of faculty members in the principals' school does not contribute
to the principals' job satisfaction.
Conclusions Relative to Hypothesis 9
A review of the data revealed that the ethnic distribution of
students in the principals' school is not significantly related to the
principals' job satisfaction.

However, three of the MSQ constructs

were significantly related to the ethnic distribution of the student
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body.

Principals of schools with a Black student population of more

than 32 percent were significantly less satisfied with the advancement,
compensation, and working conditions constructs of the MSQ than
principals with Black children representing fewer than 32 percent of
the students.
A principal in a school with over 32 percent Black students
may be frustrated with his opportunity for advancement because a principal in this educational setting often has difficulty developing a
successful academic program.

The Black children often come from

families who are economically deprived, and their parents often have
not had the opportunity to provide their children an environment which
is conducive to success in school.

Principals are often held

accountable for lack of student educational progress; consequently,
principals working in this environment may be dissatisfied with
advancement opportunities because it is generally more difficult to
get a promotion when the present job performance appears to be
inadequate.
in this same regard, principals employed in these schobls may
be frustrated with their working conditions for similar reasons.

It

is difficUlt for principals to be satisfied with the school environment
if they are encountering a multitude of problems in developing an

adequate educational program.

The pressures of more discipline

in minority schools could also contribute to the principals•
faction with their working conditions.

p~oblems

dissatis~

Often schools with heavy

minority populations get the newer and more inexperienced personnel.
These employees because they are just developing their teaching skills
I

require more principalship supervision.

All these factors together
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may contribute to the principals

1

lack of satisfaction with their

working conditions.
The principals

1

dissatisfaction with their compensation could

be related to these same factors.

Perhaps principals working with

large percentages of Black students feel that the problems in their
schools are relatively more difficult and that they should receive
higher salaries than principals working in less demanding environments.
A review of the literature established that there have been few
studies examining this question.

Spillane ("1967) reported that whenever

teachers worked in schools where more than 65 percent of the students
were Black they were significantly less satisfied with their positions
than teachers working in other settings.

Brown (1971) related that

principals working in elementary or junior high schools \'Vhere 35 percent
or more of the students were from minority backgrounds had a lower level
of job satisfaction.
bn

Although there are a limited number of studies

job satisfaction of administrators working in minority

schools~

can be concluded that principals employed in this envirbhment

it

experi~nce

a lower level of job satisfaction in specific aspects of their
positions.
Conclusions Relative to Hyp6thesis 10
An analysis of the data revealed that thare is no significant
relatiOI'lship between the community type in which the school is located
and the level of job satisfaction experienced by the elementary school
principal.

None of the MSQ constructs were significantly related to

this variable.
In a review of the literature it was discovered that Horiuchi
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(1972) examined the job satisfaction of teachers, Merrill (1969)
surveyed both teacher and principal job satisfaction, and Brown (1970)
researched the job satisfaction of California school administrators.
These three researchers found no significant relationship between job
satisfaction of educators and the community type ·in which the school
was located.

All the available evidence identified indicates that

there is no significant relationship between the principals 1 job
satisfaction and the community type in which the school is located.
Conclusion Relative to Hypothesis 11
Results of this study confirm the hypothesis that there is no
significant relationship between the principals 1 salary and the level
of job satisfaction experienced by the elementary school principal.
Although the overall level of job satisfaction was not significantly
related to the principals 1 salary, two constructs of the MSQ were
significant at the .05 level.
The

to~pensation

construct of the MSQ was found to be signifi-

cantly related to the principals 1 salary level.

However, it should

be noted that when compehsation is included with the other ntn~teen

MSQ constructs no relationship between job satisfaction and salaries
could be identified.
Principals in the lowest pay group of $10,900 to $14,000 were
not as satisfied with their compensation as principals in the higher
pay groups.

This phenomenon may be explained by the research of

Saleh (1964) who found that younger employees felt that extrinsic
factors, such as salary, were the most important contributor to
experiencing job satisfaction.

Saleh (1964) also reported that older
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workers indicated that intrinsic factors, like job

p~rformance

were

more important to experiencing job satisfaction than compensation
considerations.
Carr (1971) found that older principals are generally more
satisfied with their pay than their younger counterparts.

Rempel and

Bentley (1970) discovered that teachers who were at the top of the
salary scale and who were older were more satisfied with their compensation than were younger teachers.

There is evidence to suggest that

the needs of both teachers and principals change with increasing age,
and other intrinsic factors, like job performance, become more
important.

Perhaps compensation is more important to younger prin-

cipals because the disparity between financial responsibilities and
income are generally greatest early in a principal •s career.
Principals in the lowest salary groups were also significantly 1ess satisfied with their working conditions than principals
in the higher pay brackets.

This situation may occur because the

lower paid principals are generally younger and not as eXperienced in
solving problems.
cipals~

It would seem that these more inexperienced

prin~

because of the increased difficulty in solving problems,

would be less satisfied with their working envirbnment.

There has

been no research identified in the literature to support or reject
this finding .
~eneral

...
Ops.e.r.v"G\tions

The overall job satisfaction scores for Ca1ifornia e1ementary
school principals were relatively high when compared with other
normative groups on the lv!SQ.

As a group, principals appear to be
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satisfied with their position.
This study was an attempt to identify personal or environmental
characteristics of principals which are related to the
satisfaction experienced by the principal.

l~vel

None of the study variab'les

were found to be significantly related to the principals
faction at the .05 level.

of job

1

job satis-

However, four of the constructs of job

satisfaction as measured by the MSQ were found to be significantly
related to some of the study variables.

These constructs were

advancement, compensation, co-workers, and working conditions.
Three groups of principals seem to perceive that their
opportunity for advancement were not as great as other principals.
The single, divorced, and widowed principals seem to feel that their
chances for advancement were less than for married principals.
Principals from minority backgrounds and principals who work in
schools with over 32 percent of the student body who are Black
perceived 1ess opportunity for advancement.

It has not been determined

whether these three principal groups in fact have less opportunity for
advancement.

The fact that these individuals surmize that they have

less opportunity for advancement should be an. incentive for school
district personnel to insure equal opportunity.
lhe compensation construct was found to be significantly
re1ated to the sex and age of the principal.

These two characteristics

may be interrelated because the mean age for female principals is ten
years above the mean age of male principals.

The o1der principals,

which included most of the female principals, were more satisfied with
their pay than the younger principals.

As previously mentioned, this

may be a function of needs of i ndi vi dua 1s at different ages.

Intrinsic
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factors of the job are apparently more important to older workers while
extrinsic factors are seemingly more important to the younger employees.
The co-worker and working conditions constructs as related to
the principals' personal and environmental characteristics seemed to
be interrelated.

Principals from minority backgrounds are not satisfied

with either their working conditions or their co-workers.

Principals

who have over 32 percent of their students from Black families are
dissatisfied with their working conditions.
It would appear that principals who work in schools with large
Black enrollments or who are minorities themselves are not as satisfied
with their positions as other principals.

Additional research should

be undertaken to uncover which factors in this environment contribute
the most to a lower level of job satisfaction.

A lingering question

regarding this study is the appropriateness of the test instrument
that was used to obtain the measures of job satisfaction.

The MSQ was

designed for use in job satisfaction research in business and commerce,
and may not be appropriate to determine the job satisfaction of
educators.

The instrument has questions which are highly repetitive

ahd tend to alienate certain groups of individuals.
hot be appropriate for the educational setting.

The language may

It seems that another

instrument shou1d be developed specifically for use with educators.
RECOMMENDAiiONS
The following are recommendations as a result of this study:
1.

A test instrument should be developed that would adequate1y

measure the job satisfaction of educators.
2.

School district personnel should insure that minority
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principals have an equal opportunity for advancement.
School district personnel should insure that single,

3.

divorced, and widowed principals have an equal opportunity for
advancement.
4.

An investigation should be undertaken to determine the

working conditions of schools with large Black student populations
as they affect the principals' job satisfaction.
The purpose of this study was to examine relationships

bet~tJeen

various personal and environmental variables of the principal as
related to the level of job satisfaction experienced by the principal.
Though several important trends have been identified, additional
research is needed to establish relationships.

Special attention

should be given to the problems of principals who work in minority
schools.

When researchers determine why principals are less satisfied

in these situations school district personnel may be able to change
school environments so that principals will experience more job
satisfaction.
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COMMUNITY TYPES OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Major urban core city--school district serving a city located in a
standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA) named in the title
of the SMSA and having a population of 250,000 or more persons in
1973.
Minor urban core city--school district serving a city located in a
SMSA and having a population of less than 250,000 persons in 1973.
Independent city--school district serving a city not located in a
SMSA and having a population of 25,000 or more persons in 1973.
Established suburb--school district serving a city or village located
in a SMSA, which is not one of the core cities, and which has
experienced a school enrollment increase averaging less than 5 percent
annually over the recent five to seven year period for which data are
available.
Developing suburb--school district serving a city or village 1ocated
in a SMSA, which is not one of the
~xperienced

cor~

citiesj and which has

a schOol enrollment increase of at least 5

over the most

~ecent

five to seven

yea~

perc~nt

annually

period for whith data are

availab1e.
Srnall ci_.ty_dschool diStrict serving a City, village, or other incorporated municipality not located in a

sr~s~.

and having a population of

10,000-24!999 persons in 1973.

Sm.a,l,l tqwh .or ..asr.i.~.ult.ural

~.e.rvice cen~erw .. schoo1

an area not located in a SMSA in which the largest

district urving
populat~d

had a population of less than 10,000 persons in 1973.

p1ace
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THE CONSTRUCTS OF THE MINNESOTA
SATISFACTION QUESTIONNI-\IRE ..
1.

Ability utilization.

The chance to do something that makes use

of my abilities.

2.

Achievement.

3.

Activity.

4.

Advancement.

5.

Authority,.

6.

Company policies and practices.

The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job.

Being able to keep busy all the time.
The chances for advancement on this job.
The chance to tell other people what to do.
The way company policies are

put into practice.

7.

Compensation.

8.

Co-workers.

The way my co-workers get along vii th each other.

9.

Creativit~.

The chance to try my own methods of doing the job.

My pay and the amount of work I do.

10.

IndeEendenGe.

The chance to work alone on the job.

11.

Moral values.

Being able to do things that don•t go against my

conscience.

12.

Recognition.

13.

Responsibility.

14.

S¢,curity.

The praise I get for doing a good job.

The way my job provides for steady employment.

15. social _serv·lce.
16.

fhe freedom to use my ovm judgment.

Social statlJs.

~........_~

fhe chance to do things for bther people.
The chance to be

17.

Sypervis.io,n.-human relations.

18.

Sypery.i.sjon.::t;~chnical.

11

Somebody 11 1n the commurdty.

The way my boss handles his men.

'

The competence of my supervisor in making

decisions.
19.

V_ariety. The chance to do different things from time to time.

20.

Working conditions.

The working conditions.
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UNIVERSI'l""~Y

OF rrHE PACIFIC

LABORATORY OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
95204

.tvlarch 14, 1973

As part of the ongoing research effort of the Laboratory of
Educational Research of the University of the Pacific, a project
which will assess the job satisfaction of California elementary
school principals has been initiated. lVIr. w·. Terrence Hull, a
doctoral candidate in the School of Education, has been asslgned
the task of directing this study. He has carefully stratified
the many elementary principals in the State and selected individuals
to represent the various categories which have been delineated.
Because of your knowledge and experience as an elementary school
principal, you have been selected as representative of a class of
principals. Your cooperation in the project, therefore, is very
important.
To assess the degree of job satisfaction of school administrators, Mr. Hull has selected the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionaire
after careful study. We realize that many demands are made on your
time, but because the results of the study will have real value to
you and your colleagues, we are asking that you take fif~een minutes
today, if possible, to complete the attached Questionnaire and re•
turn it in the self-addressed, stamped envelope provided.
Please rest assured that your responses will be kep~ confidential and that you will not be identified personallY' in anyway in
any Of the reports ~hich will be produced from the questionnaire
data. If you desire a copy of the abstract of the final report;
please put your name and address on the .face of' the questionnaire
before returning it, and a copy of the report will be mailed to
you during the SUmmer.
Thank you again for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

·r

, (:

/\,?A

/L~.

illiam

w.
WCT/mb
Enclosures

-. ·

c.

. . . ,/

;I/
\-/i{..f:

~ ~--t <:

',

Theimer,

Terrence Hull
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minnesota sat!sfaction questionnaire
ourpose of this questionnaire is l·o give you a chance to tell how you feel about your pres,mt job,
~

things you are satisfied with and what things you are not satisfied wi1h.

~he

~s

basis of your answers and those of people like you, we hope to get a better understanding of the

people like and dislike about their

iob~;.

the following pages you will ftnd statements c1bout your present job.
~ad

each statement carefully.

ecide how satisfied you feel about the aspect of your iob described by the statement.
eeping the statement in mind:

-if you feel that your job gives you more than you expected, check the box under "Very Sat."
(Very Satisfied);

-if you feel that your job gives you what you expected, check the box under "Sat.'' (Satisfied);
-if you cannot make up your mind whether or not the job gives you what you expected, check
the box under "N" (Neither Satisfied hor Dissatisfied);
.._If you feel that your job gives you less than you expected, check the box under "Dissat."
(Dissatisfied);

...., if you feel that your job gives you much less than you expected, check the box under "Very
Dissat." (Very Dissatisfied).

~emember: Keep the statement in mind when deciding

how satisfied you feel about that aspect of

your iob.
Do this for all statements. Please answer every item.
~

frank and honest. Give a true picture of your feelings about your present iob.

1
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: yourself: How satisfied am I with this aspect of my job?
Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.

Sat. means I am satisfied with this aspect of my job.
N means I can't decide whether I am satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.

Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
Very Dissat. means I am very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

1

Very

my present job, this is how I feel about . . .

Very

Dissat.

Dissat.

1. The chance to be of service to others.

0

0

2. The chance to try out some of my own ideas.

0

3. Being able to do the job without feeling it is morally wrong.

N

Sot.

Sot.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

[]

0

4. The chance to work by myself ...

0

D

0

D

[J

5. The variety in my work.

0

0

0

0

0

6. The chance to have other workers look to me for direction.

0

0

0

0

0

7. The chance to do the kind of work that I do best.

0

0

0

0

[]

8. The social position in the community that goes with the job.

0

0

0

0

[J

9. The policies and practices toward employees of this company.

0

0

0

0

0

I 0. The way my supervisor and I understand each other.

0

0

0

0

0

11. My job 5ecurity. . .

0

0

0

0

........................ .

0

0

0

0
0

[]

13. The working conditions (heating, lighting, ventilation, ett.) on this job.

0

0

0

0

0

14. 'rhe opportunities for advancement on this job.

0

D

[j

0

0

D

0

0

0

0

J

. ...

H

••••••••••••••••

12. The amount of pay for the work I do.

15. The technical "kr\ow-h6w of my supervisor.

0

16. The spirit of cooperatioh among my co-workers.

tJ

0
0
0

17. 'The chance to be responsible for planning my work.

0

0

0
0
0

18. The way I am noticed when I do a good job.

D

(j

0

0

[J

19. Being able to see the resultll of the work I do.

0

[j

tJ

c

20. The char\ee to be activ~ mueh of the time.

d
CJ
CJ

D

0
0

11

~1. Tht~

c:konce to be of service tb people.
22. the chance to do new and origlnetl things on my own •.
23. Being able to do things thot don't go against my religious beliefs ..
24. The chance to work alone on the job.

25. The chance to do different things from time to time.

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
Cl
0
0
0

0

0
D
0
[]
0

Very

Dissat.

Dissat.

0
[]
1'1
......

,.. ,
.. .J

0
Very

N

Sot.

Sat.
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k yourself: How satisfied am I with this aspect of my job?

Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.
Sat. means I am satisfied with this aspect of my job.
N means I can't decide whether I om satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.

Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
Very Dissat. means I
very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

am

Very

n my present job, this is how I feel about •.•

Very

Dissat.

Dissat.

N

Sat.

Sat.

~6.

The chance to tell other workers how to do things.

0

0

0

0

0

~7.

The chance to do work that is well suited to my abilities.

0

0

0

0

0

~8.

The chance to be "somebody" in the community.

0

0

0

0

0

29. Company policies and the way in which they are administered.

0

0

0

0

0

30. The way my boss handles his men. .

0

0

0

0

0

31. The way my job provides for a secure future ...

0

0

0

0

0

32. The chance to make as much money as my friends.

0

0

0

0

0

33. The physical surroundings where I work ..

0

0

0

0

0

34. The chances of getting ahead on this job.

0

0

0

0

0

35. The competence of my supervisor in making decisions ..

0

0

0

0

0

36. The chance to develop close friendships with my co-workers .....

0

0

0

0

0

37. ihe chance to make decisions on my own.

0

0

0

0

0

38. The way I get full credit for the work I do ....

0

0

0

0

39. Being able to take pride in a job well done.

0

0

D
0

0

0

0
.......... ... 0

0

0

t:J

0

0
0

0

D

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
D

0
0
0

0
0

.. ........ ...

....................... .

40. Being able to do somethin~ much of the time ..
41.

The

chance to help people.

. ............ .

:

42. The chance to try something different.

D

43, Being able to do things that don't go against my conscience.

0
0

[]

45. ihe routine in my work. ... . .. ...................... .

0

0
D

46. The chance to supervise other people.

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

Dissat.

N

Sat.

44. The chan<:e to be alone on the job.

................. .

47. ihe chance to meike use of my best abilities.
48. The chance to "rub elbow&'1 with important people.

. ............ .

49. The way employ~es ore informed obout company policies ..
50. The way my boss backs his men up (with top management).

Very

Dissat.

[]

D
0
CJ
0
0
0
Very

Sat.
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yourself: How satisfied

am I

with this aspect of my job?

Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.

Sat.

means

I

am

satisfied with this

a sped

of my job.

N means I can't decide whether I am satisfied or not Vlith this aspect of my job.
Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
Very Dissat. means I am very dissatisfied wit/1 this aspect of my job.
Very

Very

my present job, this is how I feel aboui •..

Dissot.

Dissot.

The way my job provides for steady employment...

D

N

Sot.

Sot.

0

0

D

D

D

D

0

D

D

D

0

0

0

0
0

D

0

D

D
D

D

0

0

D

). The friendliness of my co-workers.

D

D

0

D

0

r The chance to be responsible for the work of others ..

0

0

3. The recognition I get for the work I do.

0

0
0

~.

D
Being able to do something worthwhile .. .
0
Being able to stay busy; . . . .......................... .
0
The chance to do things for other people.
0
The thclhte to develop new and better ways to do the job.
0
The chance to do things that don't harm other people. ... . ............. .
D
The chance to wotk independently of others.
......... :....... :.................... .. 0
ThE£ charite to do something different every day. .... . .., ................... "........... . D
rhe chance to tell people what to do. ...
tl
The c:hdnctl to do something that metkes use of my abilities ............. .. 0
ihe ehanee to bs lmportont ih the eyes of dthers ................. ,.... ,: .................... . 0
th~ way c6mpany poll<:le~ cu•e put into practice ............................................... 0

D
0

0

D

[j

D
D
0

0

0
0
D
0

D

0

[j

0

u

D

D

0

0
0

0

tJ

0
0

0

0
0

C)

0
0
0

D
0
0

' How my pay compares with that for similar jobs in other companies.
I.

The pleasantness of the working conditions. .. ..

~.

The way promotions are given out on this job ....

1.

The way my boss delegates work to others.

).
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

1.

B.
9.

1...

. ............

............................... ..

.. ................................. ..

0. The way my boss tClkes care of complaints brought to him by his men.

1. How

~teady my

0
lob is. . . . . .... .... . .. .............................................................................. . 0

2. My pay ortd the amount of work I do ................................................................... 0
3. The physical working c:onditions of the job. .... .. ................................................ .. 0
4. The chances for advClncement on this job ...

0

5. The way my boss provides help on hard problems. ......... .. ......... . D

0

0
0
0
[]

Cl
0
D
0
ll
0

CJ

0
t:l
0
D
0
0
0

CJ

D

0

0
D
0
0
0

0

0

Very

Dissot.

tJ

0
D
0
0
0
Very

Dissot.

N

Sot.

Sat.
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Ask yourself: How satisfied am 1 with this aspect of my job?
Very Sat. means 1 am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.

Sat. means 1 am satisfied with this aspect of my job.
N means 1 can't decide whether 1 am satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.

Dissat. means 1 am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
Very Dissat. means i am very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
Very
Dissot.

Disaot.

76. The way my co-workers are easy to make friends with.

0

0

77. The freedom to use my own judgment.

0

78. The way they usually tell me when I do my job welL .

On my present job, this is how I feel abou·r •••

Very

N

Sot.

Sat.

0

0

0

0

0

0
[]

0

0

0

0

[]

79. The chance to do my best at all times.

0

0

0

0

0

80. The chance to be "on the go" all the time ...

0

0

0

0

0

81. The chc:mce to be of some small service to other people.

0

0

0

0

0

82. The chance to try my own methods of doing the job.

0

0

0

0

0

83. The chance to do the job without feeling I am cheating anyone.

0

0

0

0

0

84. The chonce to work away from others.

0

0

0

0

0

85. The chance to do many different things on the job.

0

0

0

0

D

86. The chance to tell others what to do.

0

0

0

0

87. The chance to make use of my abilities and skills.

0

0

0

0
tJ

0

0
[j

0

[J

0

D
0
0
D
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

o definite

89. The Way the company treats its employees.

0

0
0

90. The personal relationship between my boss and his men ..

0

0

91. The way layoffs and transfers are avoided in my job.

D
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

88. The chance to have

place in the community ...

91; How my pay comt-Jares with that of other workers.
93; The working conditions •.
94. My c:hances for odvt~ncemMt.

...................................... ..

95. The way my boss trains his mM.

0

0
96. The woy my eo-workers get olot\g with each other.
................. . D
97. The responsibility of my job. .. ......................................................................... . 0
9B. The praise I get for doing a good job.
.. .................................... .. 0
99. The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job.

100. Being able to keep busy all the time.

. ............... ..

0

0
Very
Dissot.

D

tJ

tJ

0
0

0

tJ

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

rJ

0
0
0
Very

Dissot.

N

Sot.

Sat.
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GENERAL JOB INFORMATION SURVEY
Directions: To help us analyze the data we need the following information. Please fill in the blanks or circle the correct answers.
l.

Your age:

years

2.

Your sex:

3.

Marital status:

(a) Single (b) Married

4.

Your education:

(a) B.A.

(a) fvJal e (b) Female

Credential
5.

(e) other

(c) Doctorate

(d) Widowed

(d) Administrative

------------------------------------

Your ethnic background:
(d) Oriental

(b) M.A.

(c) Divorced

(e) other

(a) Black

(b) Chicano

(c) Caucasian

----------------------------------

6.

How long have you been an elementary principal?

years

7.

How much gross annual inc6me do you receive for your job as an
elementary principal? _____ dollars

8.

Are you a full time elementary principal?

9.

no exp 1ain ------------------~---------------------How many students are registered in your school?_....._________""""'"'--_

10.

(a) yes

(c) if

What is the ethnic background of your students (give approximate
percentages):
(d)

(a) Black

Oriental

- - - (b) Chicano

------

(e) other

Please

tircl~

(c) Caucasian

----~=-~~-~--~~

11. How many certificated teachers do you supervise?
12.

(b) no

-'-'-----~"'""'"

the description that best describes your school

district:
(a)

M,ejtn·.,.,Yrban.,core ...G.i ty-aschoo1 district serving a c1 ty 1ocated
in a city located in a standard metropolitan statistical area
(SMSA) named in the title of the SMSA, and having a population
of 250,000 or more persons in 1973.
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(b)

Minor urban core city--school district serving a city located
in a SMSA and having a population of less than 250,000
persons in 1973.

(c)

Independent city--school district serving a city not located
in a SMSA and having a population of 25,000 or more persons
in 1973.

(d)

Established suburb--school district serving a city or village
located in a SMSA, which is not one of the core cities, and
which has experienced a school enrollment increase averaging
less than five percent annually over the most recent five to
seven year period for which data are available.

(e)

Developing suburb--school district serving a city or village
located in a SMSA, which is not one of the core cities, and
which has experienced a school enrollment increase of at
least five percent annually over the most recent five to
seven year period for which data are available.

(f)

Small city--school district serving a city, village, or
other incorporated muni ci pa 1i ty not 1ocated in a

sr~SA

and

having a population of 10,000-24,999 persons in 1973.
(g)

Small town or agricultural service center--school district
serving an area not located ip a SMSA in which the largest
J

populated place had a population of less than 10,000 persons
in 1973.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT POSTCARD

Dear Mr. Hu 11 ,
I mailed your questionnaire on

Name
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UNIVERSITY OF TI--IE PACIFIC
LABORATORY OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
SC;J-l()OI. OF' Hl.H

J,Ch;~}<~cfrlr (~

"1jf<)CJ'Iltl i•"'t:n·l\'.t(!C~:{I "l~~:~f)J

95204

April 4,1973
Dear Principal,
Recently as a part of the ongoing research effort
of the Laboratory of Educational Research of the
University of the Pacific, we requested your participa~1on in a project attempting to examine the job sat~
isfaction of California elementary school principals.
Our records show no indication that J'OUI' returned the
. Minnesota satisfaction Questionnaire per our request.
We in the Educational Resea~ch Laboratory are
aware that elementary school principals are busy and
involved individuals. We are therefore hesitant tB
request a donation of more of your valuable time;
howt.lver, !! need .your hel,EI

the job of an elementary school principal has
been changing drastically in recent years. Practically.
no research has been conducted examining the job satis•
fact19n of Oaliforni• elementary school principals as
related to the changing educational environment. To
access the job satisfaction of California elementarv
.·.school principals we need a broad state wide. response
· to our questionnaire. If you can find the necessary
· tl~a, we would appreciate your ~ssist~nce~
·

i~ \' '

Perhapei you didn't receive our first re~\\est, or
have already returned our questionaire. !! either
situation is oorieot~ please not~ on the endlosed post
card for our information. In case you need another
copy of the questionnaire we will mail it to you at
.once.
I

,','

! }

Thank you again .tor your valuable time,

.

;

::··

..

I .£Ut\ll·v'S'r£ \k!Q
-•
) ·-W. Terrence Hull
Project Director

{4
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FOLLOW UP POSTCARD

Dear Mr. Hull,
(Please check one)
I have returned the questionnaire.
I need another copy of the questionnaire

Other Explanation - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Name
School District

